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Workshop Objective:
To gather different stakeholders (risk and security researchers,
infrastructure owners/operators, environment protection experts,
administration representatives) to exchange knowledge and
experiences related to environmental risks management and the
potential threats generating them, and to work towards
development of common understanding of the problem and
identification of possible further co-operation with
complementary contribution from different partners.

Workshop Scope:
Day 1:
Identification of the Vistula Plains Case Study with a particular
focus on the risk of serious (irreversible) soil pollution resulting
from the scenario which involves flooding, energy supply failure,
and leaking of oil and/or gasoline. Identification of the needs
related to effective modeling and analysis of such risk.
Day 2:
Review of selected methods and tools supporting risks
management and demonstrations of how can they be applied
(with the focus on the Case Study)
Day 3:
Reflection on how the presented methods/tools meet the needs,
identification of gaps to be felt and identification of possible
areas of cooperation

Executive Summary
The Workshop on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats (ERM
Workshop) took place at Gdansk University of Technology (GUT) in Gdansk, Poland, on 3rd -5th June 2009.
The Workshop was organized by the Department of Software Engineering of GUT with the help of the grant
received from the Polish-Norwegian Research Fund, Activity 2 (Workshops and Seminars), Project no. PNRF 290 - A II - 2/08.
The objective of ERM Workshop was to gather different stakeholders (risk and security researchers,
infrastructure owners/operators, environment protection experts, administration representatives) to exchange
knowledge and experiences related to environmental risks management and the potential threats generating
them, and to work towards development of common understanding of the problem and identification of possible
further co-operation with complementary contribution from different partners. Particular interest was in
identification and assessment of tools that could bring added value to environmental risks analysis and
management.
Participation in the Workshop was restricted to some 25 participants and was based on invitations. The
objective was to provide for better coverage of different viewpoints, to secure adequate level of competencies,
and to avoid too big audience during discussions.
To focus attention of the participants and to control the scope of the presentations and discussions during
the Workshop, the Vistula Plains (Zulawy) Case Study has been prepared prior to the Workshop and distributed
to the participants. The risk of serious (irreversible) soil pollution resulting from the scenario which involves
flooding, energy supply failure, and leaking of oil and/or gasoline was the prominent risk considered during the
discussions. The case study also helped to identify the needs related to effective modeling and analysis of risks
and the resulting requirements for the supporting tools.
The ERM Workshop included:
•

introduction of the participating institutions,

•

presentation of the Vistula Plains (Zulawy) Case Study,

•

Brainstormings and discussions related to risk identification and the related needs from the
viewpoint of managing such risks,

•

Presentations of methods of risk modeling and analysis,

•

Demonstrations of tools supporting risk modeling and analysis,

•

Brainstormings and discussions related to the assessment of methods and tools against the needs.

•

Reflection on future cooperation and in particular on possibilities of common projects.

The main results of the project are included in the ERM Workshop Proceedings which are available from
the ERM Workshop web site http://kio.pg.gda.pl/ERM2009/. The results include Case Study description,
methods and tools presentations and the assessment of the tools presented during the Workshop against the needs
identified from the Case Study.
An Assessment Questionnaire was distributed during the Workshop to collect the feedback from the
participants. The results are summarized below:

Number of participants: 25
Number of responses: 12
Assessment scale:
1 = poor 2 = moderate 3 = adequate 4 = good 5 = excellent
Handling of preparations to the Workshop

4,08

Organization of the Workshop

4,50

Venue
Suitability to the Workshop
4,36
Service
4,75
Meals
4,58
Hotel accommodation (if relevant)
4,86
Conference Programme
Quality of the auditorium
4,42
Interest of the programme
4,08
Quality of tools demonstrations
4,25
Quality of discussions
3,75
Overall assessment

4,25

ERM Workshop gathered a representative and competent group of experts from Poland, Norway and from
the European Commission Joint Research Center (Ispra, Italy) who devoted their time to discussing very
important and ‘hot’ topic of interrelations between environmental and technological risks and attempted to
identify and assess adequate methods and tools for management of such risks. The discussions were scoped by
the case study related to the important region of Northern Poland (Vistula Plains – Zulawy) and the variety of
different viewpoints represented in the audience helped in achieving the ‘teamwork effect’ of mutual stimulation
and cross-fertilization during discussions. The results of tools assessment provide a map of supplementary
coverage of a broad scope of issues relevant to risks modeling and analysis.
We would like to thank all the participants and the organizing committee for their efforts and contribution
which helped to make the ERM Workshop a successful event.
Janusz Gorski
Program Chair
Gdansk, June 2009

Aleksander Jarzebowicz
Organization Chair
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Final Program
Wednesday 3rd June 2009
9:00-9:15

9:15-10:00

10:00-11:00

11:00-11:15
11:15-12:15

12:15 -13:00
13:00-14:30

14:30-14:45
14:45-16:30
18:30 – 21:00

Opening of the Workshop

Janusz Górski – Program Chair
Aleksander Jarzębowicz – Organization Chair
Welcome by Kraysztof Goczyla, Dean of ETI Faculty of GUT
Introduction of participants (each institution will have 5 min)
•
Gdansk University of Technology
•
SINTEF, Norway
•
Institute for Energy Technology - IFE Norway
•
Regionalny Zarzad Gospodarki Wodnej w Gdansku
•
Instytut Elektrotechniki, Gdansk
•
Governmental Centre for Security
•
DNV Poland
•
Urząd Marszałkowski
•
EC Joint Research Centre – JRC
•
EWICS
Session 1: Żuławy Case Study (presentations and questions and answers) – Chair: J Górski
•
Introduction to Zulawy Case Study (Gdansk University of Technology) Jakub Miler
•
Flood risk management (Regionalny Zarzad Gospodarki Wodnej w Gdansku) - Marcin
Jacewicz
•
Project for Żuławy Flood Protection (Regionalny Zarzad Gospodarki Wodnej w Gdansku)
– Piotr Kowalski
Coffee
Session 2: Żuławy Case Study (presentations and questions and answers) Chair: T. Gasiński
•
Drainage system monitoring in Żuławy (Instytut Elektrotechniki, Gdansk) – Eugeniusz
Łowiec
•
Critical Infrastructures. Multi-State Fault Tree Analysis Model (EC Joint Research Centre JRC) Carmelo Di Mauro
•
Electricity supply and safety-related processes in industry - some suggestions (private
contractor, vice Chair of Education Subgroup of European Workshop on Industrial
Computer Systems - EWICS) Zdzisław Zurakowski
Lunch
Session 3: Coping with Risks (presentations and questions and answers) Chair: J. Miler
•
Sustainability Risks within Enterprise Risk Management Context (DNV Poland) Tomasz
Gasiński
•
The need for requirements traceability (Institute for Energy Technology - IFE Norway) Rune
Fredriksen
•
Critical Infrastructure Protection in Poland (Governmental Centre for Security) Maciej
Pyznar
•
European Reference Network for Critical Infrastructure Protection, the need for
experimental security in support of policy making in Europe (ERN-CIP Task Force,
European Commission) Malin Fylkner
Coffee
Session 4: Zulawy Case Study – Risks and Emerging Threats (brainstorming) Moderator: J. Miler
Secretary: A. Jarzębowicz
Summary of Day1

Thursday 4th June 2009
9:00-10:20

Session 5: Methods and Tools I (presentations and questions and answers) Chair: O. Nordland

•
•
•
•
10:20-10:35
10:35-12:00

Coffee
Session 6: Methods and Tools II (parallel demonstrations and questions and answers) Chair: J. Gorski
•
•
•

12:00 -13:00
13:00-14:00

•
•

•

19:00 – 21:00

Relationship between Safety and Security in Software based Systems (SINTEF, Norway)
Odd Nordland
Assessment framework for malicious threats related to ICT components of industrial
installations (EC Joint Research Centre - JRC) Igor Nai Fovino
On the interoperability of software tools for risk analysis (EC Joint Research Centre - JRC)
Sergio Contini

Coffee
Session 8: Methods and Tools IV (parallel demonstrations and questions and answers) Chair: Carmelo
Di Mauro
•

16:00 – 16:15
16:15 – 17:30

RiskGuide demonstration (Gdansk University of Technology) Jakub Miler
TCT - Trust Case Toolbox demonstration (Gdansk University of Technology) Aleksander
Jarzebowicz, Grzegorz Golaszewski
TRACE - Traceability of Requirements for Analysable Computerised Environments demonstration (Halden Reactor Project, Norway) Vikash Katta
CommonGIS (EC Joint Research Centre - JRC) Carmelo Di Mauro

•
Lunch
Session 7: Methods and Tools III (presentations and questions and answers) Chair: B-A. Gran
•

14:00-14:15
14:15-16:00

Trust-IT – a framework for trust management (Gdansk University of Technology) Janusz
Gorski
RiskGuide – a methodology for risk identification and assessment (Gdansk University of
Technology) Jakub Miler
A generic framework to measure compliance to standard (Institute for Energy Technology IFE Norway) Bjorn-Axel Gran
Incident response within a critical infrastructures setting (SINTEF, Norway) Martin Gilje
Jaatun

INSAW - INdustrial Security Assessment Workbench demonstration (EC Joint Research
Centre - JRC) Igor Nai Fovino
Demonstration of a prototype supporting interoperability of software tools for risk analysis
(EC Joint Research Centre - JRC) Sergio Contini

Coffee
Session 9: Assessment of methods and tools against the Żuławy Case Study (brainstorming)
Moderator: J. Gorski, Secretary: A. Jarzębowicz
Summary of Day 2

Friday 5th June 2009
9:00- 10:30
10:30-10:45
10:45-13:00

13:00-14:00

Session 10: Discussion - Summary of the Results – Chair: J. Gorski
coffee
Session 11:
What to do next – brainstorming
Ideas of possible common projects
Wrapping up and Closing the Workshop
lunch

INTRODUCTION OF
PARTICIPATING
INSTITUTIONS
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Gdansk University of Technology
established in 1904
22 000 students
9 Faculties
1200 academic staff
170 professors, 520 doctors

Faculty of Electronics Telecommunications and Informatics (ETI)

Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and
Informatics (ETI)
www.eti.pg.gda.pl

3400 students
16 Departments
182 academic staff
41 professors (18 full professors)

Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics
Organizational Chart
DEPARTMENTS

Biomedical
Engineering

Microelectronic
Systems

Computer
Communications

Microwave and
Antenna
Engineering

Multimedia
Systems

Software
Engineering

Decision
Systems

Optoelectronics and
Electronic Systems

Radio
Communication
Systems and
Networks

Knowledge
Engineering

Automatic
Control

Marine Electronic
Systems

Information
Networks

Algorithms
g
and
Modeling of Systems

Geoinformatics

Computer Systems
Architecture

Faculty description
• History of the Faculty
– Faculty of Communications (1952)
– Faculty of Electronics (1966)
– Faculty
y of Electronics,, Telecommunications and Informatics ((1995))

• Organizational structure
– Chairs (1952) – Institutes (1972) – Departments (1992)

• Academic degrees
– PhD degree - in 4 research domains
– Habilitation degree - in 3 research domains

• Accreditation by Ministry of Science & High Education
– Informatics,,
– Automatic Control & Robotics,
– Electronics & Telecommunications

• Since 1992 ETI receives the highest scientific category granted by the
Ministry of Science & Higher Education

• Switch to full version of „Bologna system” in 2007
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Technology for a better society
Our vision
Technology for a better society

Our role
We create value through knowledge research and innovation, and offer concrete
solutions for sustainable development.

Our distinctive character
SINTEF is a multi-disciplinary institution with international top level expertise in
several different areas of research. We cooperate closely with universities, the
authorities and industry. We combine the cultures of research and business, take
social responsibility and ensure that high ethical standards are applied to all of
our activities.

Our main objective
SINTEF is to be acknowledged as the leading independent contract research
organization in Europe.

Our basic values
Honesty, Generosity, Courage and Loyalty
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Our partners
 The Norwegian University of Science and Technology, NTNU
NTNU is a centre for technological education and research in Norway, with a solid
foundation in the natural sciences.

 The University of Oslo, UiO
The University of Oslo is Norway’s largest and oldest institution of higher education.

Strategic
Interaction
NTNU personnel
work on
SINTEF projects

SINTEF employees
teach at NTNU
Joint use of
laboratories and
instruments

NTNU and SINTEF Collaboration in R&D

2
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Projects in SINTEF 2008

Proportion of projects
Proportion of total turnover

Project size in NOK

3

Occupational groups in SINTEF

5%
Technical
personnel

73 %
Scientific
personnel

13 %
Adm. staff/
Adm
leaders

9%
Engineers

43.4 % of the researchers have a doctorate
SINTEF has 2145 employees from 64 countries

4
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SINTEF revenues
Research Council
strategic
programmes
p
g
4%

Research
Council
basic grants
3%

International
contracts
14 %

Public sector
12 %

Industry
45 %

Research Council
project grants
13 %

Other income
9%

SINTEF turnover in 2008: NOK 2.6 billion

5

SINTEF
SINTEF’s Council
SINTEF’s Board

P id t
President
Executive
Vice President

Research Divisions

SINTEF
Materials and
Chemistry

SINTEF Building
and Infrastructure

Corporate Staff

SINTEF
Technology and
Society

SINTEF
ICT

SINTEF Marine

SINTEF
Petroleum and energy

Marintek
SINTEF Fisheries and
Aquaculture

SINTEF Petroleum Research
SINTEF Energy Research

SINTEF Holding
Sinvent • SINTEF Raufoss Manufacturing
Molab • SINTEF MRB • SINTEF NBL • SINTEF Nord

6
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Institute for Energy Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Established 1948
2nd largest research institute in Norway
Ca 600 employees, ca. 260 in Halden
Budget, ca. NOK 600 millions
5 sectors
•
•
•
•

Tromsø

Energy, Environmental Technology and Physics
Trondhei
m
Nuclear Technology
Petroleum Technology
Bergen
Nuclear Safety and Reliability

Halden

• Safety MTO
• Hosting the OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP)
Sector  MTO

1

30.05.2009

The OECD Halden Reactor Project
• International research
program on safe and
reliable operation of
nuclear plants in
cooperation with OECDNEA
• joint undertaking
established 1958
• 19 participating countries
• > 100 organisations
• 3-year research programs
Sector  MTO

2

30.05.2009

Simulator technology
Experimental technology
methods and measures
Safety critical SW

MTO Competence Areas
Human reliability, PSFs, Task complexity

Operational culture
Knowledge Management

Human factors

Work Processes
Function Allocation

Control room design

Computerised Procedures

Teamwork

Control room design tools

Advanced Alarm Systems

Work practise

Integrated System Validation

Human System Interfaces
Large Display Panels

Outage Control Centres

Innovative HSIs

Maintenance planning
Handheld devices

HSI tools

Remote collaboration
Core Monitoring
and Simulation

Performance Monitoring
Condition Monitoring
Prognostics
Virtual Sensing

Sector  MTO

30.05.2009
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Status: Nuclear Digital Systems Safety Research
The trend is that:
• existing, aging analogue
systems are replaced with digital
I&C systems;
• designs for future nuclear power
plants (generation III+ and IV)
utilize to a much higher degree
digital I&C systems due to the
advantages over existing
analogue systems;
• advances made in computer and
information technology are used
to benefit safety and economy in
planning, operation and
maintenance.

Sector  MTO

4

TELEPERM is a trademark of AREVA.
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Safety critical SW
Modernisation of Digital I&C
• requirement elicitation and engineering
• according to requirements from standards
WHAT IS REQUIRED?

RE & RA
• traceability
• SW engineering
• ITE’s
NuSRS

HSI

Safety HSI

TRACE

Protection
system

Priority
Logiq

Control
Systems

Process
HOW TO
WORK?

CCF
and Error
Propagation
• experiments
using the
HAMBO
simulator
• Functional
Diagrams
WHAT IS THE
CONSEQUENS?

Assessment of SW
• assurance of software levels
• probabilistic (safety, reliability, availability)
• HOW TO ASSESS?

Sector  MTO
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Safety critical SW - results
”Issues Relevant for Requirements Engineering in
Modernisation of Digital I&C”. (HWR-910). Next: a field
survey
VeNuS: ... efficient assessment of safety ...(HWR-863)

Desig
n
specifi
cation

The TACO
HAMMLAB environment
Inte
CCF
HAMBO
traceability model
grati
agent
simulat
on
or
(HWR-774)
platf
orm
Analy
TRACE tool
Log
se
data
(HWR-890 & sw)
White Paper on the
An approach for
CCF issues
Dependable RE
(HWhP-023)
(HWR-846)
State-of-the-art and
An approach to
case studies
integrate RE &
(HWR-775, 879)
• Safety assessments of ATM systems
RA (HWR-890,
(customer projects)
891)
• Approaches for using BBN’s for
combining disparate sources of information (..., HWR-693, 857)
• An approach for assessment of pre-developed SW (HWR-849, 880)
Sector  MTO
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DNV – independent Foundation (est. 1864)
300 Offices; 100 Countries; 8000 employees

Industries we serve
Maritime

Defence

Food and beverage

Energy

Transportation

ICT

Managing risk
Public sector

Automotive

Finance

Health care

DNV Vision:
„Global impact for a safe and sustainable future”
01 June 2009

Version 1

DNV

Our people – a vital resource


People are the core of DNV



Competency chart

85 nationalities

DNV staff around the world

8000 employees
Version 1

01 June 2009

DNV
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Enterprise Risk Management - ERM


Enterprise Risk Management (ERM)
can increase the value of your
enterprise by
- supporting
pp
g decision-making
g
- reducing surprises
- increasing the ability
to meet objectives



Reduction of risk, and increased
capability to realise objectives will
increase investor, customer and
media confidence in the business.



Over time this will result in lower cost
of capital and higher market value

01 June 2009

Version 1

DNV

Enterprise Risk Management - Definition


”A cross disciplinary approach to identify and manage opportunities
and threats in relation to defined company objectives to create value
for stakeholders as an integral part of the core business activities
and processes across all business units."



Cross-disciplinary:
- ERM must address all kinds of risks
(Strategic, Market, Credit, operational, Brand etc)



Company objectives:
- Risk management must be targeted towards specific objectives



Integral part:
- Risk management must be embedded into the business processes



Across all business units:
- ERM must cover all parts of the enterprise

Version 1

01 June 2009

DNV
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Providing a more complete view
of an organisations risk exposure


DNV’s Enterprise Risk Management seeks to provide a more complete
view of an organisation’s total risk exposure and to manage these risks
in an integrated way:
- designing and implementing corporate governance
governance, management systems
and risk management frameworks
- identifying, assessing and managing risks



Examples include
-

strategic risks
corporate governance
operational risk
investment decisions
project execution
safety and environmental challenges
IT- and technology development
food and bio-safety issues
01 June 2009

Version 1

DNV

DNV’s services within ERM

CONTACT: DNV Poland – Tomasz Gasiński, Sopot
ERM&CSR Business Development Manager 664 01 21 21; tomasz.gasinski@dnv.com
 Corporate Governance

 Investment risk

 Corporate Responsibility

 NPV assessments

 Sustainability Reporting

 Concept selections

 Social Accountability

 Valuation of flexibility

 Fraud & Corruption

Valuation of real options

Governance & Responsibility

Integrated Risk Management

 Gap analysis

 Cost risk assessment

 Management systems

 Schedule risk assessment

 Process mapping

 Project risk tools

 Process improvement

 Risk Manager assistance

 Change management

 Contingency planning

Project Risk Management

Management systems and change

 Risk strategy and appetite

 Independent review

 Risk frameworks

 Lenders advisor

 Risk pictures

 Overall risk picture

 Risk mitigations

 Construction monitoring

 Assessment of capabilities

Company-wide risk management
Version 1

Due diligence
01 June 2009

DNV
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THE ELECTROTECHNICAL
INSTITUTE (IEL)
is the main government-owned research institution in the
fi ld off electrotechnics
field
l t t h i in
i Poland
P l d
established in 1946

1

IEL – the shortest history
 1937 – first initiatives to set up a national
authority in the field of electrotechnics
 1946 – The National High Voltage Institute
was established
 1951 – changing the name to

The Electrotechnical Institute
 2003 – ISO-9001 Quality Certificate

2

1

2009-06-01

Scope of activity
 Scientific and research work for industry and for
producing own modern electric equipment and
systems as well as for its proper utilization,
utilization
 Work related to development of construction and
technology of electric equipment,
 Work related to methods of calculation, testing,
measurements and control,
 Fundamental investigations in the domain of
power engineering
i
i electrotechnics,
l t t h i
 Testing and attestation of products, issuing
expert’s opinions, consulting, etc.,
 Assessing the conformity of products, introduced
on the European Union market.

Branches of the IEL
Gdańsk
50

376
Zielona Góra
42
Wrocław

Warszawa

83
Międzylesie Kłodzkie
60

4
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THE ELECTROTECHNICAL
INSTITUTE
The Gdansk Branch

(Established in 1951)

5

IEL/OG in 1956

6
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IEL/OG today

7

Technical expertise
 complex control subsystems for medium and high
power inverters,
 measurements of quality and quantity of power
consumed from Power Grid – microprocessorbased systems of power parameters analysis,
 remote control and monitoring of power
electronics-based electrical devices (esp. driven
by electrical motors) through GSM network and/or
IP (Inter/Intranet) network
 miniature, low & medium-voltage fuses.

8
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IEL/OG Electrical Testing
Laboratory
 Tests for “Safety Mark” (PCBC) of domestic and
similar Electrical Appliances,
 Type & Similar Tests of Marine Electrical
Equipment,
 Tests for “Gige Mark” (Energy Efficiency Mark),
 Tests of Equipment to be Accepted and
supervised by Energetic Boards Authorities,
 Type Tests For Compliance with Polish, EN & IEC
Standards.

9

Narwicka 1 Str.
80-557 Gdansk
tel. (058) 343-12-91
fax (058) 343-12-95
www.iel.gda.pl
i l d l
www.iel.waw.pl
Thank You very much for your attention
10
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Joint Research Centre

Web: www.jrc.ec.europa.eu
Contact: jrc-info@ec.europa.eu

JRC June 2008

1

The Mission of the Joint Research Centre
… is to provide customer-driven
customer driven scientific and technical
support for the conception, development, implementation
and monitoring of EU policies.
As a service of the European Commission, the JRC functions as a
reference centre of science and technology for the Union.
Close to the policy-making
policy making process
process, it serves
the common interest of the Member States,
while being independent of special interests,
whether private or national.

Joint Research Centre
JRC June 2008

2

Where does the JRC fit
in the European Commission?
President Barroso

27 Commission Members

C
Commissioner
i i
Potočnik
P t č ik
Science and Research

Joint Research Centre (JRC)

Research DG (RTD)

1

Joint Research Centre
JRC June 2008

3

Our Structure: 7 Institutes in 5 Member States
IRMM - Geel, Belgium
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements

ITU - Karlsruhe, Germany
Institute for Transuranium Elements

IE - Petten, The Netherlands – Ispra, Italy
Institute for Energy

IPSC - Ispra, Italy
Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen
IES - Ispra, Italy
Institute for Environment and Sustainability

IHCP - Ispra, Italy
Institute for Health and Consumer Protection

IPTS - Seville, Spain
Institute for Prospective Technological Studies
~ 2750 staff
~ 330 M€/y budget (+ 40 M€/y competitive income)

Joint Research Centre
JRC June 2008

4

The mission of the IPSC is to provide research results and to support
EU policy-makers in their effort towards global security and
towards protection of European citizens from accidents,
accidents
deliberate attacks, fraud and illegal actions against EU policies
MAIN COMPETENCIES
•

Information Technologies: satellite image processing and analysis, web
technologies open source information acquisition and analysis
technologies,
analysis, wireless
communication equipment testing, systems interoperability, geomatics;

•

Complex Systems: modelling and statistical analysis;

•

Engineering: structural mechanics, radar and sensors (including optical), risk
assessment, accident analysis, nuclear safeguards, non proliferation, nuclear security.

2

Joint
ResearchUnits
Centre
Scientific
JRC June 2008
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Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen – IPSC
Stephan Lechner, director

Support to
External
Security

Agriculture

Maritime
Affairs

European
Laboratory
for Structural
Assessment

Security
Technology
Assessment

Traceability &
Vulnerability
Assessment

Nuclear
Safeguards

Statistics and
Econometrics

Delilah Al
Khudhairy

Jacques
Delince

Alessandra
Zampieri

Michel
Geradin

Alois
Sieber

Marco
Sironi (acting)

Willem
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Method of Work of EWICS
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• Organisation of workshops.
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1. About this document
1.1. Objective
The objective of this document is to provide an introductory material of the case study
for the contributors to the Workshop on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk
Management and Emerging Threats. The document introduces the Vistula river Plains
(śuławy Wiślane, śuławy), a geographical region in Northern Poland highly exposed to
floods and hosting different and interdependent infrastructures.
The intention is that the contributors to the Workshop will use this introduction
together with more detailed information provided by problem stakeholders during the
workshop while presenting applications of their own methods and tools. It is also intended
that the case study of Vistula Plains will be used to provide common reference and to focus
discussions during the Workshop.
Early version of the document was distributed to the participants a month in advance
before the date of the workshop. This will give a chance to all participants to contribute to the
document, especially in reltation to the parts describing the infrastructures (water, electricity,
oil) and the risks related to this region.

1.2. Scope
The document has four logical components.
The first introduces śuławy, its gographical location, historical background and
present administration.
The second characterizes the assets of śuławy to help the readers to assess possible
consequences of threats.
The third characterizes in general the infrastructures present in śuławy.
The fourth brings into the reader’s attention some risks associated with the śuławy
region, in particular related to its very high vulnerability to flood.

1.3. History of development
Version
1.0
1.1.

Contributors
J. Górski, A. Jarzębowicz, J. Miler
A. Jarzębowicz, E. Łowiec, J. Miler
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2. Vistula Plains – an introduction
Vistula Plains (śuławy Wiślane, śuławy) are situated in the Vistula Delta, in the
Northern Poland. The total area of śuławy is about 150 000 ha. About 30% of śuławy is
below the sea level, the lowest point is -1.8 meters. The area would be flooded if not drained
by constant work of pump stations. śuławy abounds in arable and grazing land, which is the
richest in Poland. There are practically no forests. The main industry is limited to food
processing, however e.g. also Gdańsk Refinery is located in śuławy [1]
śuławy Wiślane are approximately only 2% of total area of Poland, but are important
for many economic, social and environmental reasons. It is also a very unique region simply
because of the fact that its existence is so dependent on human efforts - śuławy are described
as antropogenic region i.e. created not only by nature but mainly by men [2].
Water management plays a major role in śuławy. The whole area is criss-crossed by
drainage ditches, and pump-drained canals, which carry water to 105 pump stations, thus
maintaining the appropriate level of ground water. The land is crossed by the Vistula (the
biggest river in Poland), its delta river arms (Nogat, Szkarpawa, Martwa Wisła) and other
natural water courses. These rivers (mainly the Vistula), together with sea waters, cause a
considerable flood hazard to entire śuławy, due to storm water lifting and ice-jamming.
Moreover, apart from farmlands, the cities of Gdańsk, Elbląg and many other human
agglomerations are in grave danger of flooding [1].
śuławy were created by accumulation of the coarse-grained solid material carried by
Vistula river in the southern part of Gdańsk Bay. Gdańsk Bay is the part of Baltic Sea located
between Polish and Russian (Kaliningrad region) coast. The accumulation started about 5000
years ago - very recently speaking in geological categories. Since then, the expansion of
Vistula’s alluvial fan proceeded in unbalanced way as the river splitted in several arms, which
frequently changed their stream beds and differed in the speed of material accumulation. The
process lasted till the end of 19th century, when the new stream bed was dug for Vistula,
directing the river current to Gdańsk Bay near Świbno (this significant engineering enterprise
was nota bene aimed at minimising the risk of flood). As a result, the described process of
material accumulation in śuławy was stopped [3].
Written history of the area starts in early Middle Ages when Polish colonization of the
boggy Vistula delta was obstructed by local pagan tribes of Prussians. Eventually, one of the
feudal lords called for assistance from a German order of the Teutonic Knights, expelled from
Transylvania after being removed from the Holy Land. After the crusade and subsequent
extermination of Prussians, there was a disagreement over the conquered land, followed by
trials and wars (complicated by Polish alliance with Lithuanians - the last pagans in Europe).
Meanwhile, the Order organized it's own economy - German peasants were successfully
settled and a modern base of taxes was instituted, in place of standard feudal slave duties. In
the Middle Ages the area of śuławy was not densely populated because of the difficult
conditions of living in the wetlands and the threat of flooding. In this period the first program
of melioration and draining was started. The settlers from the Netherlands and Germany
participated in such initial stage of śuławy transformation.
The experience of settlers who had to deal with similar problems in their homeland
was essential and appreciated by the rulers. After the final collapse of the Knights in 16th
century, the king of Poland, where religious freedom was guaranteed, settled the remaining
fens with Dutch Mennonites persecuted in the Netherlands for religious reasons. They
PNRF-290-A II-2/08
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developed high agriculture in spite of wars, floods and plagues. They also built a system of
channels, locks, and pumps making the agriculture possible and protecting the area from
flooding. The typical solution applied was a so called polder - an area surrounded by retaining
walls and drained by pumps. In these times, the pumps were powered by windmills.
In the 19th century, after the partition of Poland, the main part of the delta was annexed
to Germany until 1945, when Stalin, with American assistance drew a new map of eastern
Europe. Escaping in panic, the Nazis destroyed the drainage system which resulted in
flooding the polders. The destroyed drainage system had to be rebuilt by Polish authorities
after the war, which took several years, but thanks to the control of water levels, śuławy is
currently one of the most effective and prospering Polish agricultural regions [4].

3. Location
śuławy Wiślane is the geographical region in northern Poland, by the Baltic Sea (Fig.
1). It is a part of Pomeranian Coast where the Vistula Delta is situated (Fig. 2). The borders of
śuławy are clearly designated by natural shape of the land. It is a plain land restricted from
the west by Cashubian Lakeland, from the east by the border of 100 meter high Elbląg
Plateau, in the north separated from Gdańsk Bay by the zone of dunes and Vistula Spit. The
north-east of śuławy reaches Vistula Lagoon.
The general shape of śuławy resembles a reversed triangle of area of 2515 square km
(width 50 km, height 60 km). The highest point (11 meters above mean sea level - AMSL) is
situated in the location where Vistula river splits into two arms: Leniwka and Nogat. The
significant part of śuławy (460 square km) are depression areas located mainly in its northern
and eastern part.
śuławy can be divided into 3 main parts [5] (see Fig. 3):
• śuławy Gdańskie - located between Cashubian Lakeland and left bank
of Nogat river;
• śuławy Malborskie (śuławy Wielkie) - situated between two arms of
Vistula: Nogat and Leniwka;
• śuławy Elbląskie - situated east of Leniwka, restricted by Elbląg
Plateau.
.
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Fig. 1. Location of Poland in Europe [5]

Fig. 2. Location of śuławy in Poland [5]
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Fig. 3. Topographic map of śuławy [5]

4. Administration
Most of the śuławy plain is situated in Pomeranian Voivodeship (voivodeships are the
main units of Poland’s administrative division), with the eastern end located in WarmianMasurian Voivodeship.
The present administrative division was established in 1999. The situation of śuławy
changed after it was divided between two voivodeships. The multiple centres of authority
make it more difficult to monitor the situation of śuławy region and to deal with the threat of
flooding. To address this problem, a dedicated post of government’s representative for
śuławy was created. The task of the representative was to coordinate activities related to
water management in śuławy. This solution did not work well - the representative had to
cooperate with the governors of both voivodeships and the decisions had to be approved by
regional parliaments of both voivodeships which resulted in obvious problems to reach the
consensus of all four bodies. Despite many initiatives by representative’s bureau, the
proposed development strategy for śuławy (including the issues of water management) was
not formally approved and the post of government representative was cancelled in 2002 [6].
Currently, on behalf of the State Treasury, the śuławy water management system is
run by the Regional Land Melioration and Water Structures Boards in Gdańsk (Pomeranian
Voivodeship) and in Olsztyn (Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship), by the Regional Water
Management Board in Gdańsk (an institution being an independent element of government
administration, answerable to the Minister of Environmental Protection) and, only to some
extent (the Elbląg river), by the Municipal Office in Gdynia (answerable to the Minister of
Infrastructure). All these institutions complement each other in their efforts in managing the
water economy of śuławy.
PNRF-290-A II-2/08
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In July 2001 and in early 2002, many years of neglecting the flood control systems
caused flood damage estimated at a sum surmounting 500 million PLN (counting only the
damage in the Pomeranian and Warmian regions). Potential damage might be considerably
greater if adequate measures are not taken to allocate more money for strategic construction
projects and maintenance of the existing water structures and the basic drainage and inland
surface water installations in this area.
The budget funds at the disposal of the heads of regional parliaments (Marszałek) as
part of commissioned governmental projects and those controlled by the Minister of the
Environmental Protection are absolutely inadequate to the needs of the region. Recently, those
resources hardly sufficed to satisfy the minimum needs to finance protection of śuławy (over
10%), while they covered only one-third of the maintenance costs.
Experts ring the warning bells, saying that wet years usually follow dry ones.
Moreover, global atmospheric changes cause extreme climatic phenomena (see: the rainfalls
in the summer of 2001, the heavy snowfalls at the turn of 2002 and the sudden warming) [7].

Fig. 4. Location of Pomeranian Voivodeship [5]
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Fig 5. Administrative division od Pomeranian Voivodeship (counties)

5. Geography/geology
śuławy is the alluvial delta area of Vistula, in large part reclaimed artificially by
means of dykes, pumps, channels (over 17000 km of total length) and extensive drainage
system. It is a forestless agricultural plain, which falls from a base situated near Biala Gora
where Vistula branches, from a height of just over 10 m., a.s.l. to -1.8 m. b.s.l., in the north
and particularly north-east, forming a depression (28% of the area). The areas between 0 and
5 m a.s.l. are most common (47%), while areas above 5 m a.s.l. are 25% of the whole. The
highest points of the terrain are only 14.6 and 11.4 m a.s.l.
śuławy Wiślane are built of loam, sand and peat. A good quality soil is available in
large portions of the area: alluvial soil (of various coarseness of grain) and peat soil. Efficient
soil and complex drainage system constitute the basis for well-developed agriculture. The
positive factor is also the fact that the area of śuławy is almost forestless and larger cities are
located mostly on its borders. Farming features wheat, oats, colza, corn, white beets, cabbage
and stockbreeding.
Surface waters in śuławy Wiślane in most cases lost their natural properties due to the
long lasting human intervention. The characteristic feature is that the river level is similar to
the sea level and its changes along with river flow are minimal. All rivers and streams are
actually channels whose levels are regulated in artificial way. The main river of śuławy is
Vistula which divides it into 3 parts: śuławy Gdańskie, śuławy Malborskie and śuławy
Elbląskie, each having a separate hydrographic system.
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6. Assets
6.1. Nature
Almost the whole region of śuławy Gdańskie (the western part of śuławy Wiślane) is
considered the Landscape Conservation Area, except north-west part occupied by industrial
complexes and urban districts of Gdańsk. The main value of the landscape is the complex
hydrological network and unique terrains created from Vistula’s alluvial material. Other
preserved landscape elements include various plants usually accompanying streams, oxbow
lakes, canals etc [8].
The Vistula Spit (Mierzeja Wiślana) is a natural phenomenon - a sandbar peninsula
created over the past 5000 years from sand carried by sea currents. The highest dune, Camel’s
Hump (Wielbłądzi Grzbiet), can be seen to the East of Krynica Morska, the most famous
tourist spot of this region. The Vistula Lagoon (Zalew Wiślany) is an unusual body of water,
with both the features of a lake and a sea bay, and is 90km in length. One of the attractions
here is the cormorant reserve at Kąty Rybackie. The region around the Vistula is full of wild
nature. There are very many species of birds to see in the reserve: seagulls and birds of
paradise nearby on the Gdańsk Island of Sobieszewo [9].

6.2. Population
A number of urban centres are situated within the area of śuławy or on its borders.
Their population and exact localisation are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6. The general
population density is shown in Fig. 7.

Coat of arms City

Population
(2008)

Gdańsk

455 717

Elbląg

126 460

Tczew

60 231

Malbork

38 132

Pruszcz Gdański

25 341

Nowy Dwór Gdański

9 982

Sztum

9 852

Table 1. Main cities of Pomeranian Voivedeship [10]
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Fig. 6. Main towns and administration areas of Pomeranian Voivodeship.
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Fig. 7. Population density in Pomeranian Voivodeship [11].

6.3. Culture
śuławy contains many monuments and traces of mennonites, the settlers from the
Netherlands who conducted the transformation of the land to allow the development of
agriculture. This includes old hydrotechnical infrastructure and devices (e.g. bridges, locks,
canals) as well as architectural monuments (e.g. characteristic arcade houses encountered
almost only in this region of Poland) [12].

Fig. 8. [13]
Another monument is Stutthof Concentration Camp & Stutthof National Museum.
Stutthof was the first concentration camp built by the Nazi Germany regime outside of
Germany. Set up on September 2, 1939, it was located in a secluded, wet, and wooded area
west of the small town of Sztutowo (German: Stutthof). The town is located in the former
territory of the Free City of Danzig, 34 km east of Gdańsk, Poland. Stutthof was the last camp
liberated by the Allies, on May 9, 1945. More than 85,000 victims died in the camp out of as
many as 110,000 people deported there.

śuławy features also the narrow-gauge railways which history goes back to the end of
the 19th century. Restored in 2003, the regular passenger connections from Nowy Dwór
Gdański to Stegna Gdańska and from the right bank of the Vistula river to Sztutowo and
Nowy Dwór Gdański – Ostaszewo have given back to the inhabitants one of the elements of
an old tradition and have guaranteed tourists a ride to the local beaches. While fulfilling the
role of a transport system, the train has also become an interesting tourist attraction [14].

6.4. Economy
The Gdańsk Refinery is an oil refinery located in Gdansk and owned by the Lotos
Group. Gdańsk Refinery, which is the second largest in Poland, refines in excess of six
million tons of crude oil a year. The refinery has three units – a fuel block processing six
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million tons of petroleum a year, an oil block that manufactures 250,000t of lubricant oil a
year and a hydrocracking complex to process heavy oil fractions. The refinery obtains
supplies of crude oil from a terminal in the Northern Port of Gdańsk and also the Przyjazn
(Friendship) pipeline [14], [15].

Fig. 9. Gdansk Rafinery [16]

6.5. Agriculture
The agriculture of śuławy is mainly focused on wheat, sugar beets, plants grown for
fodder and on cattle.

7. Infrastructures
The network of urban centres of the region is visualised in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Population density and urban areas [18].
The information on the Pomeranian Voivodship’s infrastructure protecting from flooding:
• total length of rivers and canals is 5,608.7 km;
• retaining walls have the total length of 649.9 km, including the walls of Vistula having
146.7 km;
• the area protected by the retaining walls is 140944 ha;
• rivers and canals have 103 dams and weirs used to raise the level of river/stream;
• the voivodeship owns 96 pumping stations;
• the area of drained land is 113128 ha;
• in the voivodeship there are two large dams: in the Gdańsk Refinery water tank and in
śarnowiec hydroelectricity station (śarnowiec is outside the Zuławy Wiślane area)
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Fig. 11. Flooding threats [18].
Pomeranian Voivodeship is the area crossed by many transport routes including road,
train, air transportation and pipelines. The transported goods include dangerous substances
(e.g. chemicals) which should be taken into consideration when analysing environmental
risks.
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Fig. 12. Main transportation routes in Pomeranian Voivodeship [18].
The infrastructure protecting from flooding is currently the subject of the project
supervised by Regionalny Zarząd Gospodarki Wodnej. The scope of the project (the yellow
area) is shown in Fig. 13.
According to the information possessed by Instytut Elektrotechniki, there are no
known systems using electrical energy in protection from flood. Although pump stations
(which are powered by electrical infrastructure) have some influence on the water level within
the drained area (polder), such influence is of a rather limited scope. In case of extreme
danger (e.g. rise of water level in rivers and streams due to rise of sea level and intensive
rainfalls) it is even recommended that pumping should be stopped in such case. Too big
difference in water levels caused by intensive pumping can compromise the stability of
retaining walls. In practice, the pumping station can only lessen the results of heavy (but
short) rainfalls or fast melting of snow. As mentioned, pumping stations are powered by local
electrical infrastructure, in case of some key, most important pumping stations, double
powering is used (powering from two separate lines) which reduces the risk of power failure.
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Fig. 13. śuławy project scope

8. Risks
8.1. Flood
The location of śuławy Wiślane within or near depression grounds results in
extremely high level of risk of flood. The flood caused by Vistula river poses a threat to entire
area of śuławy while the flood by sea water threatens northern part of the region. In addition,
some local flood threats of Motława and Radunia rivers have been identified [19].
The written history of śuławy mentions nearly 150 floods in about 600 years [20].
The institution responsible for flooding protection is the Ministry of the Environment.
Regionalny Zarząd Gospodarki Wodnej in Gdańsk manages the protection infrastructure. The
PNRF-290-A II-2/08
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main initiative that can have significant meaning for improving the safety of the region is the
project „Kompleksowe zabezpieczenie śuław”. The aim of the project is the reduction of
flooding risk for śuławy by rebuilding and improving the flooding protection system. The
project is a part of Operational Programme „Infrastructure and Environment”, axis III:
Management of resources and protection from environmental threats”, activity 3.1: Retention
of water and flooding safety. The estimated cost of the project is 539,08 mln PLN, the
schedule is planned for the period 2009-2015 [19].
It is vital that the retardation, which is the legacy of the previous years, must be done
away with. The present condition of the water structures in śuławy does not protect even
from flooding or ground waterlogging, which might cause a calamity in which people,
economy and nature might bear incalculable losses, and śuławy might practically get erased
from the map of Poland, thereby from the map of Europe as well. A long-term strategic
programme that will create favourable conditions for embarking on projects aiming to make
up for the years of neglect and avoiding losses is a great chance for śuławy. Consistent
implementation of the programme will cause that on its completion the need for financial
resources to be spent on water management construction projects in śuławy will substantially
decrease [22].

8.2. Chemical pollution
The register of potential sources of serious chemical accidents in Pomeranian
Voivodeship includes 40 factories. Among them, 14 is classified as of high risk, 15 of major
risk and 11 of minor risk. Most of potential accident sources are large factories e.g.:
•

„International Paper” in Kwidzyn – celulose and papermaking factory (chlorines,
bases, acids and others);

•

„Polpharma” in Starogard Gdański - pharmaceutical company (chlorines, acids,
solvents and others);

•

„Fosfory” in Gdańsk – mineral fertilizers factory (sulfur and phosphorus acids);

•

„Polifarb” in Gdynia – paint production factory (solvents);

•

„Gdańsk Refinery” (petroleum and related products);

•

transit stations of fuels and petroleum products, liguid gas;

•

port terminals

The sources of chemical threats are depicted in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. Potential sources of chemical risks [23].
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Goal and agenda
Goal:
to provide common understanding of the workshop
f
focal
l point
i t – challenges
h ll
to
t environmental
i
t l risk
i k
management in Zulawy Wislane region
Location of Zulawy Wislane
What is special about Zulawy?
History and administration
Assets
Infrastructures
Threats

1

Location of Zulawy Wislane

POLAND

Location of Zulawy Wislane

2

Location of Zulawy Wislane
GDANSK

Location of Zulawy Wislane

3

What is special about Zulawy?
Area of about 1500 sq. km

The Faroe Islands

London

28% is below the sea level
The lowest point is -1.8m b.s.l
47% is between 0 and 5m a.s.l
25% is above 5m
The highest point is 11.4m a.s.l

History of Zulawy
In Middle Ages the
wetlands of Vistula river
delta were transformed
by Dutch and German
settlers into polders

 A system of channels, locks,
and pumps was built making
the agriculture possible and
protecting the area from
flooding
 In these times, the pumps
were powered by windmills

4

Administration in Zulawy
 Most located in
Pomeranian
Voivodeship
 Eastern end located in
Warmian-Masurian
Voivodeship
 managed by the
Regional Water
Management Board in
Gdańsk

Zulawy assets - people
GDANSK
455717
Pruszcz
Gdański
25341

Nowy Dwór
Gdański
9982

ELBLĄG
126460

Tczew
60231

Malbork
38132

Average
population
density:
30-60 people
per sq km

5

Zulawy assets - nature
 Almost the whole region of
Żuławy Gdańskie (the western
part of Żuławy Wiślane) is
considered the Landscape
Conservation Area

 NATURE 2000 sites in the
region
• The estuary of Vistula
river - over 250 bird
species were observed
• The Druzno Lake

Zulawy assets - culture
 Monuments of Dutch
Mennonites
 Żuławy Houses

 Narrow-gauge railways
 KL Stutthof & Stutthof
National Museum

6

Zulawy assets - industry
 Gdansk Refinery - the second
largest in Poland, refines in
excess of six million tons of
crude oil a year

GDANSK

 One of the
richest
agricultural
regions in
Poland

Pomeranian
oil pipeline
(part of
Druzhba
pipeline)

Water management infrastructure

6140 km of rivers and canals
103 dams and weirs
152 pumping stations
649.9 km of retaining
g walls
including the walls of Vistula
having 146.7 km

7

Threats to Zulawy
Flood
• written history of Żuławy mentions nearly 150
floods in about 600 years
• in July 2001 and in early 2002, flood caused
damage estimated at 500 million PLN

Chemical pollution
• 40 industries,
industries 14 is classified as of high risk

Oil leakage
• stealing of oil from Druzhba oil pipeline
• some 50 incidents per year
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Flood Risk
Management
Marcin Jacewicz
RZGW Gdańsk

Agenda


Flood Risk Management


Flood Directive
PFRA
 FHM, FRM
 FRMP


Flood Risk Management Programme
 Flood Risk Monitoring System (FRMS)
 Implementation for Żuławy


1
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Flood Directive
Directive 2007/60/EC

on the assessment
and management
of flood risks
entered into force on 26 November 2007.

New Approach
pp
for the Flood
Protection

Risk management
to minimize risk

2
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Risk = probability x cosequences

Examples of Measures




R=P*C
To build a dike - probability of flood is lower,
so the risk is lower
To avoid new assets on flood prone areas –
conseqences are lower, so the risk is lower too.

3
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Directive Implementation


Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (2011)
 Flood Hazard Maps
and Flood Risk Maps (2013)
 Flood Risk Management Plans (2015)
 Then every 6 years each item

Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment
To define areas
where
h
the
h risk
i k off fl
flood
d
is significant

4
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Criteria PFRA



Possibilty of flood occurance on the basis of
historical records or other informations (Y/N)
If Y:
Human health,
 Environment
 Cultural heritage
 Economic activity





Kepner-Tregoe Analisys (weights, points)
KepnerAreas for the further Analisys (FHM, FRM,
FRMP)

Colaboration, PR





Each area in significant risk established
b
d in PFRA
A
shall be known and accepted
Internet Portal
Experts Groups, Meetings
i f
information
ti dissemination,
di
i ti
 problems identification,
 integrated approach.




Whole area of Żuławy is in risk.

5
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Flood Hazard Maps
p






For each area estabished as in significant risk
DTM
Hydrological Data
H dr li Modell
Hydraulic
M d ll (2D) – depth
d pth and
d velocity
l it
Flood scenarios

Flood scenarios






(a) floods with a low probability, or extreme
event scenarios;
(b) floods with a medium probability (likely
return period ≥ 100 years);
(c) floods with a high probability, where
appropriate.

6
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Flood Risk Maps



For each area established
b
d as in significant risk
For each flood scenario
(a) number of inhabitants;
 (b) economic activity;
 (c) installations which might cause accidental
pollution in case of flooding;
 (d) other information which the Member State
considers useful


Flood Risk Management Plan






For each area established as in significant risk
Risk Matrix for the risk priority of each area
Measures schedule for the next 6 years
Budget for the Flood Protection (2016(2016-2021)
Risk state on 2015 established

7
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Flood Risk Management Programme





Flood Risk Management Plan (2015(2015-2021)
Fl d Risk
Flood
Ri k Management
M
Programme
P
(up
( to
2030)
Strategic Aproach
Integrated River Basin Management
All stakeholders, PR = p
problems identification,
 WFD + FD + (…),
 Climat change,
 Directions for the next FRMP.


Flood Risk Monitoring System





On Flood Risk Maps we will have state of risk
for the end of 2013 establised
It will be changing and changes will be
continuous
Flood Directive reporting will be continous too.
Every six years validation of PFRA (2018), FHM
and FRM (2019), FRMP (2021) are required.
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FRMS (who?)






OKI RZGW is a Coordination and Information
Centre for the Flood Protection
Governmental Athority
Hydrological borders of administration
Responsibility for the Flood Directive
implementation is a burden of KZGW and
RZGW is it’s regional representative.

FRMS (how?)


Tools for the Flood Risk Management:
Hydraulic Modell
 GIS data gathering system
 Hydrological data gathering system
 Analisys module
 Disssemination
Di
i i tools
l





Employment
Colaboration

9
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FRMS iin Ż
Żuławy
ł
P
Project
j





One of the activieties,
Value ca. 7 000 000 PLN,
Area 1 700 km2,
Now a day tendering

Thank Yo
You for Attention
Marcin Jacewicz, jacewicz@rzgw.gda.pl
Ośrodek KoordynacyjnoKoordynacyjno-Informacyjny
Ochrony przed Powodzią,
RZGW Gdańsk,
80--804 Gdańsk, Ul. Rogaczewskiego 9/19
80
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Piotr Kowalski
Regional Board of Water Management in Gdańsk
Gdańsk, 3-5.06.2009 r.
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

Żuławy – Areas
Żuławy Polders is an area of the unique flood protection
system in the scale of the country and the Central-East
Europe. The mentioned above system consists of flood
protection dikes, pump stations, hydrotechnical facilities and
storm water gates.
The set of those facilities and machines is regarded
mostly as technical monuments still operating in present
moment.
t
The Vistula (Wisła river) Delta area and Vistula Lagoon
2
(Zalew Wiślany) covers nearly 4600 km , including Żuławy
2
2
Polders covering almost 1700 km , of which 454 km are
polders below sea level.

Żuławy:






Żuławy Wiślane:


Żuławy Gdańskie;



Żuławy Wielkie;



Żuławy Elbląskie;

Lowlands Nadwiślańskie:


Walichnowska;



Opaleńska;



Tczewska;



Kwidzyńska;

Lowlands Nadzalewowe.
Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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Żuławy – Areas

Main part of flood protection system:
Rivers
555,93
C
Canals
l
1420 00
1420,00
Flood protection facilities:
flood protection dikes
759,2
pump stations
106
hydrotechnical constructions 28

km
k
km
km

Drain areas (polders) - mechanical and gravitation.
Region

Żuławy Gdańskie
Żuławy Wielkie
Żuławy Elbląskie
Summary Żuławy
%

mechanical
ha
26 328
57 472
36 160
119 960

%
22
48
30
100
70%

Drain areas
gravitation
ha
%
12 802
25
25 648
51
11 970
24
50 420
100
30%

summary
ha
%
39 130
23
83 120
49
48 130
28
170 380
100
100

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

The Project goal
The main goal of the Project is to reduce the flood risk on
Żuławy Polders by modernizing and rebuilding flood protection
system.
 The works include improving the safety of flood banks.
 The efficient functioning of drain system.
 Keeping appropriate depth of the Vistula River, which will allow the

icebreakers to work properly.
As a result, the inhabitants’ existence and properties will be protected
and the safety of running a business activity will improve.

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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The Project Partners

Regional Board of Water
Management in Gdańsk

Miasto Gdańsk

Miasto Elbląg

(Municipality of
Gdańsk)

(Municipality of
Elbląg)

Samorząd Województwa
Pomorskiego

Samorząd Województwa
Warmińsko
W
iń k – Mazurskiego
M
ki

Zarząd Melioracji
i Urządzeń Wodnych
Województwa Pomorskiego
w Gdańsku

Żuławski Zarząd Melioracji
i Urządzeń Wodnych
w Elblągu
Powiat Gdański
(Gdańsk County)

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

The Project

Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy (CFPZ)
Project was assigned in the indicative list as one
to be implemented in the frame of the current
financial perspective (2007–2013) with regard to:
 Operational Program Infrastructure and Environment
 III-rd Priority Axis – Resources management and preventing

environmental hazards
 Action 3.1
3 1 – Water retention and flood protection assurance

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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The Project - Significance

Project assignment in the indicative list means:
 It is the undertaking of particular value for the region and the State.
 It is treated as prior by regional and central authorities.
 It is fulfils the strategic character of European Union's cohesion

policy.
 It does not undergo the contest procedure of applications

q
qualification.

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

The Project - Range

The undertaking includes:
 Modernisation of Gdansk Water Node.
 Increased flood protection against Vistula stretched along Żuławy

Polders.
 Increased flood protection against Vistula Lagoon.
 Increased flood protection inside Żuławy Polders territory.
 System of flood risk management.

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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The Project - financing

The approximate cost of this Project is estimated at 647,30 mln PLN,
and maximum financial support
pp from the UE will be 85% of the Project’s
j
value, which is about 550,20 mln PLN.

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

The tasks – Project Partners

Municipality
of Elbląg
7%

ŻZMiUW
Elbląg
15%

RZGW
Gdańsk
15%

Gdańsk
County
4%
ZMiUW WP
30%
Municipality
of Gdańsk
29%

Percentage shares in value of realisation tasks in
relation to Project costs

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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The Project - tasks
•

Initially 250 tasks were identified, which costs were estimated at 1 618
mln PLN. From these tasks 53 were selected (with reserved tasks
included))

connected

with

flood

banks

and

pump
p
p

stations

modernization, riverbed and polder’s drain system rebuilding.

•

Above mentioned tasks were selected depending on some criteria
including: influence range, endangered area population, flood
probability, location in relation to Żuławy, technical justification,
investment preparation, ground repurchase, accordance with POIiŚ
goals and environmental threats.

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

The tasks – summary and map

The tasks:
 46 km river bed
and i canals
canals,
 88 km dikes,
 25 pump stations,
 30 groynes.

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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The tasks – The Project Partners
RZGW Gdańsk
• Vistula River

•
•

• Reconstruction of river mouth
• Reconstruction of groynes
Motława River
• Reconstruction of river bed
Wąska River
• Reconstruction of river bed
System of flood risk management.

•
Municipality of Elbląg
• Elbląg River

• Reconstruction of flood protection system on the right bank of Elbląg river - Fiszewka river
region and Polder Nowe Pole – Zatorze

Municipality of Gdańsk
• Radunia Canal

• Reconstruction of Radunia Canal in the area of Gdansk

Gdańsk County (Powiat Gdański)
• Radunia Canal

• Reconstruction of Radunia Canal in the area Municipality and Community Pruszcz Gdański
Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

The tasks – The Project Partners
Samorząd Województwa Pomorskiego
Zarząd Melioracji i Urządzeń Wodnych Województwa Pomorskiego w Gdańsku

• Vistula River

• Reconstruction of a left flood protection dike of Vistula river - from Giemlice to Przegalina
• Reconstruction of a right flood protection dike of Vistula river - from Lisewo-PalczewoCzerwone Budy – Drewnica

• Tuga River

• Reconstruction of a left flood protection dike

• Pump stations

• Reconstruction of a pump stations – 13
• Construction of a pump station - 1

Samorząd Województwa Warmińsko-Mazurskiego
Żuławski Zarząd Melioracji i Urządzeń Wodnych w Elblągu

• Elbląg River

• Reconstruction of flood protection dike - from Elbląg to Babica River

• Drużno Lake

• Reconstruction of flood protection front dikes

• Wąska River

• Reconstruction of a left flood protection dikes

• Pump Stations

• Reconstruction of a pump stations – 10
• Construction of a pump station - 1
Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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The tasks - examples

Vistula River

Motława River

Vistula River - mouth

Pump station - Majkowo
Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

The tasks - examples

Radunia Canal

Drużno Lake

Wąska River

Tuga River
Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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The Nature - conditions

Areas of Nature 2000

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

Project preparation problems
 Complicated institutional–legal aspect, concerning the

implementation of the project by a few subjects. RZGW – the
B
Beneficiary
fi i
iis th
the governmental
t l administration
d i i t ti unit.
it Th
The other
th
Project Partners are the units of local self-government, still
responsible for governmental tasks.
 The contract presently implemented by the contractor of the

preparatory documentation was signed in different legal
circumstances thus it does not comply with the present amended or
being altered regulations.
 Many tasks shall be implemented within the same time and problems

with finding contractors and sufficient amount of materials may be
faced.

Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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Thank you for the attention!
Project „ Complex Flood Protection of Żuławy – I stage”
"Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats",
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
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Drainage system
monitoring in Zulawy
Eugeniusz Łowiec
Piotr Bogusławski

Purpose of the drainage
system monitoring
• Reducing the operating costs
• Better management of water resources
taking into account agricultural and
environmental requirements
• Protection against flooding

1
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Location of pumping stations included in
monitoring system

The overall structure of the data flow
in the system
PLC

GSM

GSM

Pump station Nr 1

PLC

GSM

GSM
NETWORK

Pump station Nr 2

PLC

PLC

Pump station Nr 7

GSM

PLC

Pump station Nr 6

GSM

Pump station Nr 3
GSM

PLC

Pump station Nr 5

GSM

Dispatch Centre Nr 1

GSM

PLC

Pump station Nr 4

GSM

Dispatch Centre Nr 2

2
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Drainage pump station
block diagram

GSM
Power
meter
t

0 - 50Hz

KMS-04

P4

P1

F4

F1
PLC controller
Variable Speed
Drive

Q4

Q1
Current
measurement

Q5
Man
Machine
Interface

VAC.P
UMP

M1
3~

M4
3~

PUMP
NR 1

PUMP
NR 4

Sensors to the
presence of water

Water level guages

Dispatch Post
(an example of system operation)
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Advantages and disadvantages of
the existing monitoring system

Advantages:
• improves the quality of draining the depressive
areas,
• improves
p
the maintenance of p
pumping
p g stations,,
• better access to flood risk information.

6
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Disadvantages:
• not comfortable handling of the drainage
system,
• the limited opportunities for development,
• limited access to information such as flood
hazards for other institutions.

A new pump stations monitoring
system
based on Internet connectivity

7
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The main elements of the system
•
•
•
•

Automated
A
t
t d pumping
i stations
t ti
Central database
Multiple Dispatching Posts
Meters of ground water tables

The overall structure of the drainage pumping
stations management
Pomiar poziomu
wód gruntowych
Dane
hydrologiczne

Moduł
GSM PLC

Dane
meteorologiczne

Pompownia melioracyjna
Pomiar poziomu
wód gruntowych

LAN
Serwer z
bazą danych

Dane
hydrologiczne

Stanowisko
dyspozytorskie
Moduł
GSM PLC

GSM
(GPRS)

Dane
meteorologiczne

Pompownia melioracyjna

Internet

Pomiar poziomu
wód gruntowych
Operator GSM
Moduł
GSM PLC

Dane
hydrologiczne

Dane
meteorologiczne

Pompownia melioracyjna
Inni uprawnieni użytkownicy
(np jednostki samorządu terytorialnego)
Pomiar poziomu
wód gruntowych
Dane
hydrologiczne

PLC - sterownik logiczny
LAN - sieć lokalna
GSM - sieć telefoni komórkowej

Moduł
GSM PLC

Dane
meteorologiczne

Pompownia melioracyjna
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Schematic data flow in the
system

End Users, Dispatch Posts

Drainage Pump Stations

Summary:
- system
s stem can be helpf
helpfull to red
reduce
ce the effects of
flooding in areas of depression,
- system can provide a direct information to the
institutions responsible for flood protection,
- making use of water quality sensors system can
prevent the spread of biological or chemical
contamination.

9
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Automated Drainage Pumping Station
( film )

www.woda-ph.iel.gda.pl
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Thank you very much for
your attention!
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Critical Infrastructures
Multi-State Fault Tree Analysis Model
C. Di Mauro

IPSC - Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen
Ispra - Italy
http://ipsc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
http://www.jrc.ec.europa.eu/

Presentation Layout
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Policy Background
GIS-Based Multi-State FT Model
Example
Conclusions
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Policy Background
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In December 2008 the Council of the European Union
released a directive that aims to improve the protection
of Critical infrastructures (Council Directive,
Directive 2008)
2008).
According to the Directive approach an infrastructure can
be defined as European Critical Infrastructure only if it is
located in a Member State and the disruption or
destruction would have a significant impact on at least
two Member States.
In other words, an infrastructure can be defined as
European Critical Infrastructure only if it generates
transboundary impacts.

List of ECI sectors (Council Directive, 2008)
ERM Workshop on “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats , Gdansk, 3-5 June 2009
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Sector

Sub-sector

I Energy

Electricity

Electricity Infrastructures and facilities for generation
and transmission of electricity in respect of supply
electricity

Oil

Oil production, refining, treatment, storage and
transmission by pipelines

Gas

Gas production, refining, treatment, storage and
transmission by pipelines LNG terminals

II Transport

Road transport
Rail transport
Air transport
Inland waterways transport
Ocean and short-sea shipping and
ports

2
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In order to facilitate improvements in the
protection of European Critical Infrastructures,
common methodologies
th d l i can be
b developed
d
l
d for
f
the identification and classification of risks,
threats and vulnerabilities to infrastructure
assets.

ERM Workshop on “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats , Gdansk, 3-5 June 2009
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The methods of assessment should consider that it is intrinsically difficult to
assess at what extent an infrastructure is critical, mainly due to topological
and systemic characteristics and to socio-political implications. In the first
instance, it should consider that:

• Infrastructure networks are complex systems constituted by a high amount
of components;

• The components of such systems are geographically widespread;
• The geographical scale of the consequences of a component failure may
not be congruent with the scale of the component in the system;

• The reliability of such a system is not simply based on topological
characteristics of the system but also on the capacity of the system to
adapt to perturbations and to find a new configuration or equilibrium.

• There are multiple failure modes

3
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Secondly, in the contest of the Directive’s scope, the assessment of the criticality is
difficult due to several different socio-political aspects. For instance for two
interdependent countries the criticality of an infrastructure can rely on:

•

The different availability
y of alternatives and coping
p g capacity
p
y during
g the failure
management;

•

The different socio-economic demand and importance of the same infrastructural
service;

•

The lack and asymmetry of information between national countries;

•

Different standard related to the quality of service and acceptable levels of service
disruption.

Therefore, member states need to identify infrastructure disruption scenario’s that
depend on services from abroad. The Member States which could cause the
disruption have to identify the assets which can generate that scenario in order to
improve the related reliability or protection.

Multi-State Fault Tree Generator
ERM Workshop on “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats , Gdansk, 3-5 June 2009
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In order to support such identification process, a
GIS based model has been developed.
All information is stored in GIS Network
Database.
The routine for the automatic
generation of the multi-state Fault-Tree
access the available information in the
GIS Network Database and according to
the specification of the user, defines a
Fault-Tree.
The new Fault-Tree
Fault Tree is stored in a
repository where can be accessed
automatically or on demand by a FaultTree analyser.

The tool utilised is ASTRA-FTA (version 4.0). ASTRA is an efficient fault tree
solver developed at the Joint Research Centre. ASTRA is fully based on the
state-of-the-art approach: the Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD). The main
advantage of the BDD approach is the possibility to perform the quantitative
analysis exactly.

4
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The automatic generation of the Fault Tree aims are:

• To give better guarantees for a detailed and complete analysis of
the system,
system

• To obtain objective, repeatable and confrontable results, which do
not depend on different system decomposition approaches,

• To improve the transparency of the analysis and to make the
models and results more easier to review,

• To reduce the analyst’s efforts especially in repetitive operations,
like the generation and the comparison of several different
scenario’s;

• To allow the reuse of knowledge gained in previous analysis.

Model Assumptions
ERM Workshop on “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats , Gdansk, 3-5 June 2009
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The reliability analysis is based on the following assumptions:

• network is directed,
• edges are perfectly reliable, i.e. failures are consequences of nodes
failures only,

• nodes fail statistically independently with known probabilities,
• the behaviour of each node is independent with each other;
• there is no overlap between two states of the same component, i.e.,
the node can only be at one of the states at a time;

• the states of the system and nodes are assumed to have values that
indicate the performance levels of the system and nodes. All these
values are totally ordered, assuming the perfect functioning state
being S and the complete failure state being 0;

• the underlying structure function is monotone in each argument.

5
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Selection of TOP EVENT
Node(s)

Definition of TOP EVENT
Logical Gate

Selection of the portion
of the Network of
concern

Definition of the s Status
of TOP EVENT Node(s)
Definition of the node
importance INDEX
Generation of the
FAULT TREE for si Status

Fault Tree Analysis for the si
Status

si = smax

Results Reports

Ranked
Node Table

CUT SET
Table
Georeferenced
CUTSET
Visualisation

- Distribution of MCS
- Indicators of Importance
- Critical Index

Reliability
diagram

Georeferenced
Critical Index
Visualisation
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The infrastructure network model used in this study
y consists of a p
probabilistic graph.
g p A
graph is a pair of sets G  {V , E} , where V  {v1 , v 2 , ..., v n } and E  {e1 , e 2 , ..., e n }
are corresponding sets of nodes and edges, respectively.

As a consequence of an attack on a node, the functioning of
each node is characterized by its random performance.
Each node can have n different states (from total failure up
to perfect functioning)

6
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In order to estimate the consequences of an natural
disaster event on each node of the network (i.e.
infrastructure asset), a function relating the magnitude
p
- for example,
p , the structural shock due to
of the impact
an earthquake - with the extent of damage caused by the
accident is required; i.e., a relationship between the
magnitude of the natural event and the impact on the
operability of the node must be defined.
Usually, the method used is the Probit analysis, which
relates the Probit (from “probability unit”) variable to the
probability. The Probit value can calculated as:

Pr  a  b ln(V )
where Pr is the Probit value, V is the causative variable and
a and b are Probit constants based on that particular
exposure.

Multi-State FT: series module
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Pr{ Downstream _ vd  k}  A  B  C  F  G

Pr{  Downstream

_ vd

 k }  g v ( p A  p B  pC )  g d ( p F  pG )

7

Multi-State FT: parallel module
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v1
A: r11<k
B: r12<k
C: r13<k
D: r14>k
E: r15>k

vd
M: rd1<k
N: rd2<k
O: rd3>k
P: rd4>k
Q: rd5>k

v2
F: r21<k
G: r22<k
H r23>k
H:
I: r24>k
L: r25>k

rDownstream of Vd < k

rd<k

rUpstream vd<k

M

N

A

F

A

G

B

F

B

G

Pr{ Downstream _ vd  k}  Pr{vd  k}  Pr{Upstream _ vd  k} 
 {M 1  N 2 }  {{ A  F }  { A  G}  {B  F }  {B  G}}

Pr{ Downstream _ vd  k}  g vd ( p M  p N )  ( g v1 p A g v2 p F  g v1 p A g v2 pG  g v1 p B g v2 p F 
 g v1 p B g v2 pG )

Pr{ Downstream _ vd  k}  g vd ( p M  p N )  g v1 g v2 ( p A p F  p A pG  p B p F 
 p B pG )

Gas Pipeline Example
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•No 1064 Pipelines
•No 13 Storage fields
•No 3 Valves & regulators
•No 15 Compressor stations

8

Items
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Top Event Definition
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B

A

Top Event: A unavailable or B unavailable

9

Top Event Definition
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B
Less
Redundant?

A

More
Redundant?

Top Event: A unavailable or B unavailable

Ranking of the importance of the nodes
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10

CUT SETS IDENTIFICATION
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#

Value

Importance

Order

21

Minimal Cut Set

1

3.420336E-01

3.490022E-01

1

89

2

3.290239E-01

3.357275E-01

1

19

3

3.064656E-01

3.127096E-01

1

13

4

2 934850E 01
2.934850E-01

2 994645E 01
2.994645E-01

1

145

5

2.934638E-01

2.994428E-01

1

8

6

2.647065E-01

2.700996E-01

1

15

7

2.644120E-01

2.697992E-01

1

100

8

1.871370E-01

1.909498E-01

1

152

9

1.871273E-01

1.909399E-01

1

142

10

1.741549E-01

1.777032E-01

1

143

11

1.741426E-01

1.776906E-01

1

153

12

1.578952E-01

1.611122E-01

1

20

13

1.208878E-01

1.233508E-01

1

140

14

1 202832E 01
1.202832E-01

1 227339E 01
1.227339E-01

1

18

15

1.586376E-02

1.618697E-02

2

10

9

16

4.225385E-03

4.311473E-03

3

117

40

41

17

3.773798E-03

3.850685E-03

3

117

39

41

18

3.319054E-03

3.386677E-03

3

117

17

41

19

3.297244E-03

3.364423E-03

3

117

41

87

20

3.275436E-03

3.342170E-03

3

117

41

77

Example - First CUT SET of order 2
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45
929

24
930

822
82147
820

3637

23

964

141 148
38

810

122154

807

816

808
809

590

805
812

811

814
815
819

806
813

818
817

852
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Example - Second CUT SET of order 2
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45
929

24
930

822
82147
820

23

3637

964

141 148
38

810

122154

807

816

808
805
812

809
590

811

814
815
819

806
813

818
817

852

Example - Third CUT SET of order 3
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930

822
82147
820

3637
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964

141 148
38

810

122154

807

816

808
809

590

805
812

811

814
815
819

806
813

818
817

852
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Conclusions: advantages
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In our opinion this method constitutes a valid Decision Support System and has a
number of advantages:

•

The fault tree is automatically generate and it allows obtaining objective, repeatable
and confrontable results;

•

It reduce the effort of the generation of scenario’s and the related comparisons,

•

It merges the topological characterization with a Multi-State Fault Tree analysis

•

It provides an indication about the criticality of each component of the system;

•

It provides Cut-sets

•

It supports the definition of a scenario and the related simulation results with
geographical representation;

•

The calculation is high speed, which helps users and decision-makers to investigate
and compare several alternative scenarios without much effort.

Conclusions: disadvantages
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However, we are aware of some disadvantages:

•

It requires a large amount of information and data;

•

The Fault-Tree model is an intrinsic static and discrete representation
p
of a complex
p
system, which is not able to evaluate the dynamic of the system and it does not
consider some important operational constraints such as voltage limits or gas
pumping rates;

•

It relies on expert judgment in order to define the vulnerability and the importance of
each component;

•

For intentional acts the importance of each node is defined considering the
attractiveness of each node in terms of the potential advantage for the attacker;

•

At this stage the model considers the motives of the attacker indifferent regarding
whether the node is part of a parallel or serial sub-system;

•

The model overlooks the fact that is more difficult to organize an attack with multi
targets.

13
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Thank you for the attention
Carmelo Di Mauro

carmelo.di-mauro@jrc.it
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AND SAFETYRELATED PROCESSES
IN INDUSTRY - SOME SUGGESTIONS
Zdzislaw Zurakowski
P i t contractor,
Private
t t
technical
t h i l
consulting
zz@pvd.pl
Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats,
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

• On the basis of the ERM Introductory Case Study
Report
p
and materials available on websites given
g
in
references I see three kinds of activities that could
possibly be taken to reduce risks for Vistula Plains
(Żuławy):
– Improving reliability of electricity supply for pump stations
located in considered area
– Monitoring of leakage of pipelines running through the
Zulawy
– Issue regulations on obligatory assessment by a
government organization all safety-related programmable
systems in the process industries, like LOTOS factories and
other plants in the area

1

IMPROVING RELIABILITY OF
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 1/3
• More detailed reliability analysis of electricity supply
network
• Activities connected with analysis and improving of
electricity supply must be preceded by analysis of
criticality of pumps availability for safety of Zulawy
• Until the present moment in the Polish electric power
system advanced, based on formal methods,
analysis of reliability of electricity supply are rather
not performed.
• In most cases
cases, when electricity supply is important
important,
qualitative analysis and so called two-way feed is
applied with the use of two independent power lines,
assuming that both lines will not be out of order at
the same time

IMPROVING RELIABILITY OF
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 2/3
• Currently power networks are becoming more and more
complex and increasing is the role of data communications and
such approach can be insufficient
• If the criticality of pumps operation is great it could be sensible
carrying out more detailed analysis with the use of formal
methods
• Such analysis should include power network supplying
electricity to this region and data communications network
cooperating with the power network and should also include
cyber security analysis
• A number of papers on this issue are published, including
standard ANSI/IEEE Std 493-1990:
493 1990: IEEE Recommended practice
for the design of reliable industrial and commercial power
systems (IEEE Gold Book)

2

IMPROVING RELIABILITY OF
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 3/3
• Building a wind power station
• The coast of the sea has favourable conditions to build wind
farms For improving reliability of powering pumps it is
farms.
possible also to consider whether a wind power station could
be build on the area of Zulawy or in the direct closeness
• Wind power station together with battery to store electricity
generated by wind could in case of the power system failure be
automatically switched-over into islanding operation mode to
supply pomp stations in the area of Zulawy even in the case of
total lack of electricity supply in this part of Poland, e.g. in case
of a black-out
• Building wind farm in this area could also be the opportunity
for investing in renewable energy supported by current energy
policy

MONITORING OF LEAKAGE OF
PIPELINES
• In the report of the LOTOS Group entitled
“RAPORT
RAPORT SPOŁECZNEJ
ODPOWIEDZIALNOŚCI 2006-2007” (Report of
public responsibility 2006 - 2007) it is given
that leaks of chemical substances and
wastes of factories took place:
– in the year 2006 - 4 cases
– in the year 2007 - 3 cases

• These figures indicate that feasibility study
of automated systems for monitoring leakage
of pipelines should be carried out

3

ISSUE REGULATIONS ON OBLIGATORY
ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY-RELATED
PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEMS 1/4
• International standard IEC 61508 for
functional safety and derivative standards
have become the world standard and are
intensively introduced in many countries
• The importance of these standards to safety
of processes in industry and also to enhance
level of our civilization is difficult
overestimate but their implementation in
Poland is still very slow

ISSUE REGULATIONS ON OBLIGATORY
ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY-RELATED
PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEMS 2/4
• Maybe it is worth to quote the following
statement of the Turkish company Beko
Electronic director for the IEC Bulletin (No.
05/1999):
• “If you don’t use standards, either you are
doing something illegal, or else you won’t be
successful in global market”
• In the introduction to this interview, the
Bulletin remarks that although Turkey
suffered a devastating earthquake on 17
August 1999, the Beko factory was not
damaged

4

ISSUE REGULATIONS ON OBLIGATORY
ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY-RELATED
PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEMS 3/4
• Unfortunately until there will be in Poland no
appropriate regulations and competent institutions
to the assessment of the safety according to this
regulations, safety assessment of safety-related
installations and programmable systems in industry
is left for the recognition of particular companies
and organizations as their internal matter
• It is hard to expect the fire brigade
brigade, who as far as I
know according to the current practice is checking
the safety of such installations in Poland, is able to
make assessment of safety-related advanced
programmable systems and the way they are
maintained

ISSUE REGULATIONS ON OBLIGATORY
ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY-RELATED
PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEMS 4/4
• To improve this situation very useful
could be a project aimed at:
– integration of all scientists and engineers
who would like to deal with application in
industry of safety-related programmable
systems
– increasing awareness of wide circles of
people from management of companies
and local authorities
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How do people manage risk ?
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Risk ... for Objectives
– risk for actual and future VALUE
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Sustainable Development
– chance or threat ?

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

ECONOMIC
6XVWDLQDEOH'HYHORSPHQW GHYHORSPHQW WKDWPHHWVWKHQHHGVRIWKHSUHVHQW
ZLWKRXWFRPSURPLVLQJWKHDELOLW\RIIXWXUHJHQHUDWLRQV
WRPHHWWKHLURZQQHHGV
31 May 2009

© Det Norske Veritas AS. All rights reserved
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Intangibles make up majority of value


Growing gap between a
company’s book value
& market value

Book value = balance sheet assets
Market value = what market is willing to pay

% of market value by asset type, S&P500
100%

15%

Market value

80%
60%
60%

Tangible
85%

40%
20%

40%

0%
1980s

Intangible

Companies and
investors need to
understand this
complex set of
assets and how
important they are
to a company’s
value and future
financial
sustainability.

2000s

Source: www.icknowledgecenter.com/WhitePapers/OceanTomoS&P500.pdf; Pricewaterhouse Coopers (2005) “ Reporting the Value of Acquired Intangible Assets”; Hand, J.
and Lev, B.(eds) (2003) ‘Intangible assets – values, measures, and risks’, OUP; www.accenture.com/Global/Research_and_Insights/Outlook/GettingValue.htm
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Unique - Value Growth Strategy
Owners
&+$1&(
Clients
Markets

VALUE
RISK
PROFILE

Regulators
Competitors

VALUE GROWTH POTENTIAL

Suppliers
Materials
Banks
Insurers

Subcontractors
6RFLHW\
NGO’s

Environment
Material-efficiency
Energy-efficiency
Waste, Bio-diversity

(PSOR\HHV
Innovation
Motivation
Development

7+5($7

Stakeholder Impact on VALUE
31 May 2009

© Det Norske Veritas AS. All rights reserved
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What determines a company’s value?
Financial
reporting
Human Capital
Organisational Efficiency

Reputation
and Brand
Other un(der)-valued assets…
Corporate Governance

‘Hidden Value’ = Value Creation Potential
Slide 8

Risk for KEY OBJECTIVES (Strategic & Operational)
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Risk for KEY OBJECTIVES (Strategic & Operational)

+
Levels

+
Markets

Products Processes

=
“islands“
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Risk Management Model

– Identification & Assessment of RISK (Strategic & Operational)
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RYZYKO KREDYTOWE
Ryzyka Reputacyjne

RYZYKO FINANSOWE
RYZYKO PŁYNNOĝCI
RYZYKO RYNKOWE
Wpływ na wartoĞü
dla akcjonariuszy

RYZYKO OPERACJI FINANSOWYCH

RYZYKO STRATEGICZNE
NIESKUTECZNE ZARZĄDZANIE
RYZYKO KADROWE

NIESKUTECZNY NADZÓR
RYZYKO KONKURENCJI
NIESKUTECZNY PROJECT MANAGEMENT



RYZYKO PODAĩY ĝRODKÓW PRODUKCYJNYCH

OGRANICZENIE WYDOBYCIA
RYZYKO LOGISTYCZNE
RYZYKO SYSTEMÓW IT
RYZYKO ZŁEJ JAKOĝCI
SIŁY NATURY
WYPADKI I AWARIE

RYZYKO OPERACYJNE



RYZYKO PRAWNE I REGULACYJNE
RYZYKO SUROWCOWE
RYZYKO TECHNOLOGICZNE
RYZYKO WZROSTU KOSZTÓW
ZMIANY MAKROEKONOMICZNE POPYTU I PODAĩY
NIESTABILNOĝû POLITYCZNA







NIESKUTECZNA KOMUNIKACJA
ZEWNĉTRZNA
NIESKUTECZNA KOMUNIKACJA
WEWNĉTRZNA
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PrawdopodobieĔstwo
wystąpienia
zdarzenia /
ryzyka

Risk Appetite

Critical Risks

Minor
Negligable
Risks

Significant Risks

WielkoĞü potencjalnego wpływu (skutków)
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Risk Management Model

– Risk Management and Optimisation
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RYZYKO STRATEGICZNE
NIESKUTECZNE ZARZĄDZANIE
RYZYKO KADROWE

NIESKUTECZNY NADZÓR
RYZYKO KONKURENCJI
NIESKUTECZNY PROJECT MANAGEMENT

RYZYKO PODAĩY ĝRODKÓW PRODUKCYJNYCH
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ERM (DNV - Risk Maturity Model)

Years................………………………..1…………2…………3………….4……......
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ONE – planning, reporting & mgmt system









Strategy
Strategic Objectives
Operational Objectives
Objective Cascade
Defined methods for Objective’s realisation
Risk Identification & assessment
Risks identified within processess, projects, units
Risk assessment scope defined – supply chain



Monitoring, Reporting and Management
 RISK MANAGEMENT
= OBJECTIVE’s MANAGEMENT
 OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT – ROACE / EBIT
 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
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Thank you

Contact:
Tomasz.Gasinski@dnv.com
Business Solutions Director, DNV Poland, Sopot

664 01 21 21
© Det Norske Veritas AS. All rights reserved
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The Need for Requirements
Traceability
Rune Fredriksen
ICT Risk and Dependability, Safety MTO
OECD Halden Reactor Project
Institute for Energy Technology, Norway
e-mail: rune.fredriksen@hrp.no

Sector  MTO

1

02.06.2009

Traceability (Palmer, 1997)
• “Traceability gives essential assistance in
understanding the relationships
• that exist between, within and across
• software requirements, design, and implementation
• and is critical to the development process
• by providing a means for ascertaining how and why
system development products satisfy stakeholder
requirements, especially for large complex systems”
• “However, traceability is often misunderstood,
frequently misapplied, and seldom performed
correctly”.
Sector  MTO
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The system requirements specification
• collects the functional and non-functional aspects of a
system
• and is a result of cooperation between the
stakeholders of the system.
• Clear, complete and stable requirements, put
demands on several phases of the system:
•
•
•
•

requirements elicitation,
specification and assessment,
design,
and implementation

Sector  MTO
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What if ..
• Defects slipping through the requirements
specification phase often generate higher costs in
later phases of the system development.
• Industrial experience shows that very often a
significant fraction of the most critical software
defects are introduced already in the requirements
specification.
• It is generally recommended to carry out tests on this
specification that are as exhaustive as possible, and
for this purpose, the use of a formal approach is often
advocated.
Sector  MTO
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The most critical area of requirements
• is related to safety and reliability
• To apply standards and regulations is useful and
often an accepted way to manage requirements.
• While the requirements assessment provides an
important basis for systems development,
• it is also essential that the development ensures traceability
to these requirements.

• A challenge is to build up the demonstration of safety
• by linking the requirements, claims and evidence together.

Sector  MTO
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Requirements Traceability
• Ability to describe and follow the life of a requirement
• backwards - from origins to requirement development and
specification
• forwards - from requirement to its future development and
enhancement

• Needed because
• determines the success of realisation and implementation of
the system
• determines the faults/failures/risks introduced - requirements
are the major source of faults
• has a direct influence on system development, risk
assessment, change management, safety demonstration
etc.

Sector  MTO
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How: Integrating RE and RA
1. Identified generic ways to specify success and risk-oriented artefacts
2. Identified generic ways to relate the artefacts belonging to a particular
phase or different phases
Requirements

Design

Horizontal Traceability

Requirement 1

Design
Model 1

Design
Model 2

Vertical Traceability

modify
Requirement 2

Requirement 1
Risks

Design Model 1
Risks

Dependability
Requirement 1

Success-Oriented
{Function|Quality}

Risk-Oriented
Dependability
Requirement 1

Dependability
Requirement 2

Sector  MTO
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In Context of Vistula Plains
Vistula Case
Vistula Case

Identify Context

Development

Risk Assessment

Threats,
Vulnerabilities,

Identify Assets

Assets
• Urban Centres, Nature,
Agriculture,...
Functionality (to ------ Assets)
• The Protection System (PS) for
the Zulawy
• Plans shall be
developed/improved.

Develop and/or Maintain
System

Safety Objectives
• PS shall prevent flooding.
• PS shall pump out 1m of water
in X hours.

Sector  MTO
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The TACO traceability model
• Developed in the TACO-project
(NKS 2003-2005)
¾ representing requirements as
paragraphs
¾ seven different change types
¾ requirements changes in terms
of a change history tree
¾ providing traceability analysis on the
basis of the representation

• Applied in the MORE-project
(NKS 2005-2008)
• Resulted in a Requirements
traceability tool: TRACE
Sector  MTO
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Change History Tree
02.06.2009

Case Example – ZPS Requirements

Sector  MTO
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Case Example – ZPS FTA

Sector  MTO
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Case Example – ZPS FTA

Sector  MTO
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Case e.g. - Relating Requirements, Risks

Sector  MTO
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Case e.g. – Change Impact Analysis

Sector  MTO
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Usability of TRACE – Zulawy Project
Providing :
• evidence regard to compliance
• traceability regard to safety requirements being
fulfilled
• communication, when the system is managed by
different administrative units.
• Why and how TRACE does it?
• See Demo

• Is there a need of a tool like TRACE?

Sector  MTO
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Thank You.....Questions?

Sector  MTO
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Critical Infrastructure Protection
in Poland
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Act on Crisis Management of 2007
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Systems

and

mutually

including

constructions,

bound
facilities,

functional

objects,

installations

and

services of key importance to the security of the state
and its citizens, as well as serving to ensure efficient
functioning of public administration bodies,
bodies institutions
and enterprises.

• Energy and fuel supply system
• Communication and teleinformation
network systems
• Financial systems
• Water and fuel supply systems
• Health protection systems
• Transportation and communication
systems
• Rescue systems
• Systems ensuring the continuity of public
administration activities
• Systems of production, storing and use of
chemical and radioactive substances,
including pipelines for dangerous
substances
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION
set of organisational measures implemented with
the aim to ensure the functioning or fast recovery
of critical infrastructure in case of threats,
including failures, attacks and other events
disrupting its appropriate functioning

Issues
dealing
with
the
protection
of infrastructure are also present in
in::
•Act on persons and property protection of 1997
•Act on the common obligation to national defence
of the Republic of Poland of 1967
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CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION:
PROTECTION:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical
Technical
Personnel security
Cyber
L
Legal
l
Recovery

Critical Infrastructure Protection Plans

• National level
• Voivodship level
• Operator
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CIPP consists of:
•

A

li t
list

off

objects
bj t

and
d

systems
t

off

critical
iti l

infrastructure;
•

A characteristics of threats to critical infrastructure
and the risk assessment of their occurrence;

•

A characteristics of the resources that can be used
for the protection of critical infrastructure;

CIPP consists of:
• Activity options in the case of threats or disruptions to
the functioning of critical infrastructure;
• Critical infrastructure reconstruction options;
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CIPP consists of:
• The

rules

for

co-operation

between

public

administration and critical infrastructure operators in
the field of their protection, including the rules of
forwarding information;
• Procedures of amendment and revision of the plan.

CI operators are obliged to prepare and implement, as
appropriate

f
for

the

occurring

threat,

own

critical

infrastructure protection plans and hold own reserve
systems ensuring security and maintaining the functioning
of the infrastructure until it is fully recovered, and indicate
persons responsible for maintaining contacts with public
administration in the scope of critical infrastructure
protection
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Co-operation of the private and public sector
in the field of CIP

CIP F
Forum
(strategic level)

National
N
ti
l CIP mechanism
h i
(operational level )

Functioning of the Forum
• Members are public and private partners
• Director of GCS - Chairman
• Support for activities required to implement
and sustain national CI protection effort
• Sectoral
S t l approach
h
• Participation in the development,
implementation and revision of the CIPP
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Functioning of the mechanism - diagram

GCS

Private sector

Public sector

Thank you for your attention
QUESTIONS?
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EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009

1

European Reference
E
R f
N
Network
t
k ffor
Critical Infrastructure Protection
The need for experimental security in support of policy
making in Europe

Malin Fylkner

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009
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Why experimental security?
The protection of Critical Infrastructures depends on a proper
understanding of the vulnerabilities and threats that might affect their
operations

Malin Fylkner

1

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009
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WE NEED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT
 Vulnerabilities, threat means, attack processes
 Potential countermeasures
 Benchmarking of systems
 How to validate and verify
y standards,, best p
practices,,
guidelines etc.

Malin Fylkner

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009
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EXISTING SOURCES OF DATA
 Real-world
R l
ld data
d t
 From the vendors of the critical systems and the security-related
systems
 From the critical infrastructure operators

 Data from desktop simulations and simulated environments
 Computer simulations and laboratories

 Data from experimental security test platforms and ranges
 Data obtained from realistic environments

Malin Fylkner

2

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009
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LINKS MODELS-EXPERIMENTS

Modelling:
-Technical systems
– Structure, topology
– Functions
– Behaviour

Data, States,
Scenarios,
Models for
simulation

-Security
–
–
–
–

Vulnerabilities
Threats
Attacks
Interdependencies

Verification,
Validation –
Shortcomings in
abnormal
conditions

Experiments:
-Reproduction of
hazards/threats
-Reproduction/
emulation of
technical systems
-In-the-loop
simulation

Malin Fylkner

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009
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A DEDICTED INITIATIVE NEEDED FOR
EXPERIMENTAL SECURITY
Laboratories & facilities…
 ….have to be able to emulate realistic settings
 ….have to be designed to be capable of handling extreme security
situations that might involve the disruption/destruction of components
 ….need dedicated highly qualified personnel, with specific knowledge of
the operational
p
conditions of critical infrastructures

Malin Fylkner

3
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ERN-CIP
Networking existing European capabilities for building a reference
network for critical infrastructure protection

Malin Fylkner

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009
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POLICY CONTEXT
COM 2004/702: Communication from the Commission to the Council and to
the European Parliament
European Programme for CIP (EPCIP) – DG JLS
Green paper, November 2005
Policy package, December 2006
Directive proposal approved, June 2008 – adopted December 2008
“A strategy for a Secure Information Society” – DG INFSO
Communication, May 2006
Launch of initiative and new p
policy
yp
package,
g , 2008
European Critical Energy and Transport Infrastructures – DG TREN
Communication, March 2007

Malin Fylkner

4
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THE LAUNCH OF ERN-CIP
 Th
The conceptt off a European
E
Reference
R f
Network
N t
k ffor C
Critical
iti l
Infrastructure Protection (ERN-CIP) was presented to the
Commission in October 2007
 Presented to the National CP in December 2007
 JLS consulted with countries and informally with industry,
receiving support
 Included in EPCIP work programme for 2009

Malin Fylkner

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION

Presentation at WS on Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk 3-5 June 2009
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ERN-CIP TASK FORCE
Scope
 To conduct the preparatory phase of the activity “Establishment
of a voluntary EU reference network for critical infrastructure
protection”
Objective
 To p
prepare
p
a detailed project
p j
plan
p
for establishing
g the ERN-CIP
and an implementation roadmap for the years to come.

Malin Fylkner

5
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE ERN-CIP PROCESS

National visits
to the MS:s

Strategic
Info on

MS requirements,
priorities & capabilities (facilities)
Basis for the proposal work,
also for setting up the expert
group

Input
regarding future..

...Organisation,
O
i i
procedures
& protocols

D t il d project
Detailed
j t proposall
& implementation
roadmap

Malin Fylkner

EUROPEAN REFERENCE NETWORK FOR CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
PROTECTION
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MEMBERS OF THE TASK FORCE
JRC Personnel
Marcelo Masera
Jean-Pierre Nordvik
Myriam Janssens
Naouma Kourti
Gustav Soderlind
Adam Lewis
Michael Thornton

Seconded National Experts
Malin Fylkner (Sweden)
Maria Stangl (Austria)
Muriel Schimmer (Luxemburg)

Janusz Gorski (Poland)
Ferenc Borsos (Hungary)
X (New call to be published mid June 2009)

Malin Fylkner

6
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TO BE CONTIUED…

malin.fylkner@jrc.it
+39 0332 78 9752

Malin Fylkner
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Chair: Sergio Contini
JRC
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Trust-IT – a framework for
trust management
Janusz Górski
Department of Software Engineering
Gdańsk University of Technology
Gdańsk, Poland
Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats,
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

Arguments and Trust
• Arguments are used by people to convince other
people (and therefore have a potential to promote
trust)
• The ‘compelling power’ of an argument increases if
the argument is supported by evidence
• The ‘strength’ of the reasoning in an argument can
differ (defeasible reasoning is admitted)
Successful workshop
• Example:
– The ERM Workshop will be successful because very
competent experts participate
i i

Competent participants

• Reasoning related question: do competent experts guarantee a
successful workshop?
• Evidence related question: Can you prove that you have Competent participants
competent experts at the ERM Workshop?
Acceptance

Uncertainty

Rejection

Supporting evidence

1
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Assessing arguments
•

Assessing the value of the evidence presented to support the
argument
– ‘participant of the ERM Workshop is an expert’
• Participant’s CV showing his/her relevant experience
• Participant’s documents demonstrating that he/she is interested in football
• Participant’s professional record showing his/her long history of failures

– Assessment

•

Acceptance

Unceretainty

Rejection

Assessing the compelling power of the inference applied in the
argument
– ‘Having experts guarantees a successful workshop’
• This can be supported by a separate argument

– Assessment

Acceptance
•

Unceretainty

Rejection

Propagation and aggregation of such assessments throughout the
argument structure

• Trust Case – argument integrated with
its supporting evidence used to
increase trust in a chosen objective
• Trust-IT - a framework for developing
and using trust cases
– Methodological component
•
•
•
•

How to integrate supporting evidence?
How to represent arguments?
How to assess arguments?
How to communicate arguments and their assessment?

– Application component
• Application and business models for using
trust cases

– Tool support component

2
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Language

Application
Scenarios
Supporting
System

Business
Processes

Templates
and Patterns
Trust-IT framework

Model of Argument
Claim

Counter-Argument
Strategy

Assumption

Claim

Argument
Strategy

Warrant

Fact

Reference

3
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EXAMPLE TRUST CASE (1)

EXAMPLE TRUST CASE (2)

4
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ac
cceptable

tollerable

opposable

rejjectable

SKALA PEWNOŚCI

Assessment Triangle

Dempster-Shafer Theory of Beliefs
Conf ( s )  Bel ( s )  1  Pl ( s)

 Bel ( s ) /( Bel ( s)  1  Pl ( s )) Bel ( s)  1  Pl ( s)  0
Dec( s)  
1
Bel ( s)  1  Pl ( s )  0


5
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USER INTERFACE

Communication of Arguments

6
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Applications
• Arguments demonstrating assurance of an important property
(assurance case)
– Safety case
– Security case
– Privacy
Pi
case

Safety case for a BAN application

• Arguments structured in a way that helps to demonstrate
conformance
– Templates of arguments (derived from the requirements of a standard)
– Conformance case
Conformance case for the ISO 27000 standard

• Arguments demonstrating that the specified objectives have been
met
Validity case for the set of metrics

– Validity case

• Arguments demonstrating that the specified criteria is constantly
maintained
– Monitoring case
Monitoring case for the set of metrics

Tool support
• Requirements:
–
–
–
–

Internet application
pp
((remote access))
Intuitive and easy to learn user interface
Graphic+colors for communication with users
Integration of evidence of different type (text,
graphics, video, audio,…) from remote repositories
– Reports generation
– Support for different roles
– Adequate security controls

7
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•

http://iag.pg.gda.pl/iag/
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CONCLUSION
• Trust-IT supports development, maintenance and sharing of trust cases
• Trust-IT has been already applied in real life situations
– A Personalized Information Platform for health and life Services
• (6th EU FR Integrated Project PIPS)

– A platform supporting WSN based health related applications
• (6th EU FR STREP Project ANGEL)

– TTA based dependable embedded systems
• (6th EU FR Integrated Project DECOS)

– Support for standards conformance (e.g. ISO 27001, ISO 14971:2000)
– Trustworthiness of the HON (Helth On the Net) criteria

• Argument appraisal mechanism provides for third party assessment of
trust cases
• Linguistic scales and colors support communication of trust case
contents between stakeholders (including ‘ordinary’users)

• Question:
– Can TRUST-IT bring added value to Environmental
Risk Management and Critical Infrastructures
Protection?

Thank you
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RiskGuide - a methodology
f risk
for
i k identification
id tifi ti
and
d assessmentt
Jakub Miler
Gdańsk University of Technology
Gdańsk, Poland

Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats,
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

Goal & agenda
Goal:
to present the RiskGuide approach to collaborative
risk
i k managementt
Agenda:
 Problem & motivation
 Approach overview
 RiskGuide process
 Tool support
 RiskGuide & Trust-IT
 Applications
 Summary

1

Problem and motivation
Broad spectrum of risks in different domains
• IT risk: safety, security, privacy
• project and business risk
• environmental risk

Need for general widely applicable approach
Need for a communication platform on risk
Involvement of team work
Coverage of entire risk management process
Support by a Knowledge Base

RiskGuide approach
Knowledge base
with learning

Model of a risk
management process

Risk
representation

Method of tailoring to
project needs

RiskGuide approach
to risk management
Tool support

2

Approach key features
 Risk identification
- control of scope
- easy expression of perceived risk
- various methods of identification

 Risk analysis
- value of independent views and opinions
- effect of synergy
- agreement on final risk perception

 Effective communication
- persistent and reliable communication channel
- active attitude towards risk
- support of upper management

Risk representation
REPORTING
reports

ANALYSIS
snapshots

IDENTIFICATION
reviews

3

Knowledge Base
 Usage
• repository of information on risk of current and past projects
• support and reference in risk identification
 Content
• risk areas
• checklists and risk lists
• remedies
• risk patterns

Risk Knowledge Base

< dedicated for
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
Remedy

Process model

Checklist

Risk list

Risk pattern
0..1

1

0..1 1
< generated for

Risk management pattern

inheritance *
mapping
*
*
0..1
Model element

*

*
0..1

*

1
Model checklist
1
*

Generic checklist

Generic risk list

1
*

Model risk list

0..1
*

0..1
*

* *
Model question

*
< ask about

Generic question

Generic risk scenario
*

Answer

*

follow >
*

Model risk scenario

is of

*
0..*

1

0..1

Generic risk area

1
*

Risk event

generate on "no" >
1

< refer to

*

< model risk area
dedicated for >

 Content tailoring and extension

dedicated for >

Risk scenario
*

 Support for evolving processes

Process overview
identify
risks
risk
reports

analyze
risks

risk
indications

summarize
risks
risk snapshots

4

Risk identification
 Risk identification
-

from questionnaire answers
from risk lists
from previous project reports and identified risks
from judgement and experience
with external methods e.g. HAZOP
Failure modes

Services
– Service 1
– Service
S i 2
– Service 3
– Service 4
– ...

NO

X

EARLY TIMING
LATE TIMING
INCORRECT
CONTENT

Risk: NO Service 1

Risk analysis
 Risk snapshot
• merged list of selected risks

identified
risks

risk snapshot

• selection criteria: timeframe,
p ,p
participant,
p , technique
q
scope,
• ordered by: risk priority, risk
ranking, risk class

 Face-to-face or distributed
risk analysis sessions

time

 Risk rating (relative)
• relative risk weighting
g
g
• participants of risk analysis session distribute a fixed amount of points among risks
• risk rating = total number of points from all participants

 Risk rating (absolute)
• estimation of risk with a fixed scale
• participants of risk analysis session estimate each risk with the same scale
• risk rating = average estimation of risk from all participants

5

RiskGuide process in time
Checklists
Intuition

Risk lists

snapshot
C o nti nuous
r ev iew

Active
review

Continuous
review

Analysis

snapshot

Analysis

Report

Previous
reports

Report

Team work
 Explicit role of a risk manager
- opens reviews
- takes snapshots
- publishes risk assessment reports
- involves the team in risk identification, analysis and control
planning
 Involvement of team members (incl. risk manager)
- inform on perceived risk - identification
- take part in risk rating
- study risk assessment plan
- discuss and carry out the control plans
- monitor risks and report on risk mitigation

6

Output – the report
Project:

Risk assessment report
Second risk assessment report
p

Sample
project

((taken on June 5,, 2004 16:48))

Summary of risks identified in reviews:



Second project review (open on June 2, 2004 9:23, closed on June 5, 2004 16:48)

Priority Rating

1


(2)

28

(23)

Risk with control planning
[75]

Personnel need extra time to learn unfamiliar software tools or environment
(Personnel)

Comments:

We have already started the training program for some tools.
Strategy: Monitor
Triggering event: More than 2 days spent on learning
Actions:

- organize tutorials
- hire specialists
Responsibility:

Project manager
Schedule:

- tutorials - in 2 weeks from event
- hiring - in 1,5 months from event

 Includes a selected
number of top risks
 Ordered by risk priority
 Documents risk control
plans
 Shows relative position
of risk compared to
previous report

Tool support
 Explicit
E li it role
l off risk
i k manager
 Support for risk identification
and analysis
 Risk Knowledge Base
- checklists and risk lists
 Repository of information
on project
j t risk
ik
 Communication in distributed
software projects
 Internet-based application

7

RiskGuide & Trust-IT
 Trust case argues claims on risk
mitigation
 Scope of trust case driven by
risk assessment – only
unacceptable risks are argued

Applications
 PIPS - Personalised Information Platform for Life & Health Services
6th EU Framework Programme Integrated Project
• 2004-2008
• Areas: business risk, project risk, service risk
• Tasks: risk management, tool support

 ANGEL - Advanced Networked embedded platform as a Gateway to
Enhance quality of Life
6th EU Framework Programme STREP research project
• 2006-2009
• Areas: system and platform service risk
• Tasks: risk management, tool support

8

Summary
 Approach to risk assessment
•
•
•
•

distributed risk identification with checklists and free input
collaborative risk analysis
y byy ratingg
risk mitigation planning sessions and publication of risk reports
support from dedicated internet-based software tool – RiskGuide

 Applications
• risk management of PIPS & ANGEL projects
• interface to Trust-IT methodology
RiskGuide website: iag.pg.gda.pl/RiskGuide

• Question:
– Can RiskGuide bring added value to Environmental Risk
Management and Critical Infrastructures Protection?
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A generic framework to measure
compliance to standards
Ph.D. Bjørn Axel Gran
Division Head ICT Risk and Dependability (RID)
IFE - Institute for Energy Technology
OECD Halden Reactor Project, Norway
Contact: bjorn.axel.gran@hrp.no
(47) 69212395 / (47) 90955295

30.05.2009

Content
• Background
• Some approaches
•
•
•
•

One approach using BBN
The VeNuS approach
Approach applied for customers
The Yamanu approach

• Conclusion
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Requirements capturing from standards
• The users of technical norms and standards
• frequently have problems with recognising and handling all
requirements defined in these documents
• have to take into account a number of single requirements,
including their dependencies to each other
• In addition, some requirements entail or exclude others, and
some may be redundant if more than one standard is used

• For this reason, in many cases the users
• do not survey all relevant single requirements
• which may cause avoidable errors
• are not able to show compliance to the standards

3
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Our customers says
• IFE has been involved in customer projects in various
fields:
•
•
•
•

Nuclear safety relevant applications
Air Traffic Management - Voice Communication
Satellite-based landing equipment
Railway safety relevant signalling application

• All these cases had in common:
It is not enough
to claim compliance with the standards
....
you also have to provide the evidences.
4
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Approach using BBNs
DO-178B: Standard for safety critical software in civil

aviation

• Discusses aspects of airworthiness certification with respect to
the production of software.
• Does not provide guidelines concerning the structure of the
applicant’s organization, relations to suppliers and personnel
qualification criteria.
• Defines a set of five software levels
• The main recommendations are given in a set of 10 tables
• Each table relates to a certain stage in the development and
validation process, and contains a set of objectives.
30.05.2009
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The Construction process
Distinguish between aspects that are:
• related to the interaction between the system and its
environment, and
• related to the system itself:
Quality of
Producer

Quality of
Analysis

Quality of
Process

Solution
Complexity

Problem
Complexity
Quality of
Product

P(failure state)

6
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The lower level

Quality of process
mmi_aspects

A1

Qprocess_A1 - sw plannin
A1-11.2 development pla

Qprocess_tools and metho

Qprocess_A10 - certificati

A1-11.3 sw verification pl

certification feedback

Qprocess_A9 - SQA Proce

A1-11.5 SQA-Records

SQA exists

A1-11.4 SCM-Plan

Qprocess_A8 - sw CMP

Qprocess_A2 - sw develop

A8 11-15 SLC environme

A2-11.9 sw req. data
A8 11-16 sw configuration
A2-11.10 design descriptio
Qprocess_A3 - vv of sw re

Qprocess_A6- testing inte

A6 11-13 sw verification c

A3-2 hl req. accurat

DO-178B:

Qprocess_A4- vv o

Qprocess_A5- vv o

A6 11-14 sw verific

A3-6 hl req. tracea
A4-2 ll req. accurat
A4-6 ll req. traceab

A4-9 sw arch. cons

A5-1code vs. ll req.
A5-5 code traceabl

• One BBN for each of the quality aspects
• Associate the objectives of DO-178B with the quality aspects.
• Each top node linked to nodes representing the lifecycle
processes, e.g.: the Software Planning Process (A1)
• These linked to nodes representing the objectives of the tables,
e.g.: ”Completeness of the software development plan”
30.05.2009
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Safety Assessment Based on
Disparate Sources of Information
Quality of process

mmi_aspects
Qprocess_A1 - sw plannin

Qprocess_tools and metho

A1-11.2 development pla
Qprocess_A10 - certificati

A1-11.3 sw verification pl

A1-11.4 SCM-Plan

certification feedback

Qprocess_A9 - SQA Proce

A1-11.5 SQA-Records

SQA exists
Qprocess_A8 - sw CMP

Qprocess_A2 - sw develop

A8 11-15 SLC environme

A2-11.9 sw req. data
A8 11-16 sw configuration
A2-11.10 design descriptio
Qprocess_A3 - vv of sw re

Qprocess_A6- testing inte

A6 11-13 sw verification c

A3-2 hl req. accurat
Qprocess_A4- vv o

Qprocess_A5- vv o

A6 11-14 sw verific

A3-6 hl req. tracea
A4-2 ll req. accurat

A4-9 sw arch. cons

A4-6 ll req. traceab

A5-1code vs. ll req.
A5-5 code traceabl

Questions for the
different end nodes,
e.g: “are all future phases
in the lifecycle included in
the plans?”

formulated in a way that makes it possible to transfer the
answer into a quantitative measurement.
8
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The VeNuS project
• There is a long history of cooperation in the area of
software dependability between the German
institutions IStec and TÜV Nord and the HRP.
• The objective of the VeNuS project was to develop
methods and tools to assess the dependability of
computerised I&C systems in NPP
• The VeNuS project
• for the German partners completely funded by BMWi,
Germany
• period: 2003-2006
• final meeting in Halden in November 2006

30.05.2009
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Vorgehen zum effizienten Nachweis der Benutzbarkeit und Sicherheit rechnergestützter Leittechniksysteme

VeNuS
An approach to the efficient assessment of safety and usability of computer based control systems

• Cooperation between the German
institutions IStec and TÜV Nord and IFE.

VeNuS Embedded Quality Tool

IEC-61513, IEC-62138, NUREG 0800, Ch. 7
Target Quality Profile

VeNuS
Database
1.

Determination of
the necessary
reliability / safety

2.

Information about
the requirements

3.

Selection of
requirements

4.

Export of the
selected
requirements

5.

Support

Project
Storage / Reload

Selected
Requirements

VeNuS
Tool

Derivation

Achieved Quality Profile

Comparison

Target
Requirements

Integration

Achieved
Requirements

Measurement

Interface tool
Reveal

10

CATS
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Checklists

The VeNuS tool
The VeNuS
tool with the
databases is
available for
the members
of the Halden
project
Link to the
standards
requires
licenses to the
standards
11
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VeNuS Embedded Quality (VeNuSEQ)
• The concept and the algorithm have been implemented
into the tool “VeNuS Embedded Quality” (VeNuSEQ)
• The tool allows the user
• to evaluate the compliance of computerised systems at NPPs with
the related requirements in a systematic and reproducible way
• to select more standards (providing the requirements) and a safety
integrity level for each standard

• For each requirement a target degree of fulfilment is
calculated
• based on their dependency to the quality characteristics and
based on the structure of the standard

• Then one can calculate the achieved degree of fulfilment
for each quality characteristic
12
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Illustrative example
1: Links, 2. Link Values, 3: Target Values,
4: Derivation, 5: Measurement, 6: Integration (OK/Not OK)
Layer 1: quality
characteristics

Safety

Layer 2

Security

0,9

1,0

0,6

1,0

1,0

0,9
Modification

Detailed Design

0,9
Layer 3:
requirements

0,5

0,94

1,0

0,9

0,5

0,54 0,85

0,7

0,7

Design Tools

Coding

0,83

Modular Approach

0,63 0,5

0,45 1,0

Measure Text

NRC_06040

All variable names, types, locations, and array sizes should
be defined consistently throughout the software units

0,9

Readable Code

0,81 0,75
30.05.2009
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RID

0,9

ChecklistID

Checklist-items

Type (auto, semi,
man)

Ref. ISTec-A-356

1

Are the arrays size predefined and fixed?

Man

Chapter 3.2.5

2

Are the arrays size checked before used?

Man

Chapter 3.2.5

3

Are the variables name following the given name convention?

Semi

Chapter 3.1.6

4

Does the variables name have reasonable meaning?

Semi

Chapter 3.1.6

5

Are the variables commented?

Semi

Chapter 3.1.6

6

Are there variables with similar names?

Semi

Chapter 3.1.6

7

Are there variables with equal names?

Semi

Chapter 3.1.6

8

Are constant vaiables represented through symbolic naming?

Semi

Chapter 3.1.7

9

Are the use of pointers reduced to a minimum?

Semi

Chapter 3.2.6

10

Are pointers used on comprehensive amounts of data?

Man

Chapter 3.2.6

11

Are casting of variables used?

Semi

Chapter 3.3.10

12

Are the use of global variables reduced to a minimum?

Semi

Chapter 3.2.2

13

Are the use of aliasing reduced to a minimum?

Semi-Auto

Chapter 3.2.3

14

Are the valid ranges of variables identified?

Man

Chapter 2.4.2.2.7

15

Are the variables explicit declared before use?

Man

Chapter 3.2.7

16

Are the variables kept local?

Semi-Auto

Chapter 3.2.2

End of items

14
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Vorgehen zum effizienten Nachweis der Benutzbarkeit und Sicherheit rechnergestützter Leittechniksysteme

VeNuS
An approach to the efficient assessment of safety and usability of computer based control systems

• Cooperation between the German
institutions IStec and TÜV Nord and IFE.

VeNuS Embedded Quality Tool

IEC-61513, IEC-62138, NUREG 0800, Ch. 7
Target Quality Profile

VeNuS
Database
1.

Determination of
the necessary
reliability / safety

2.

Information about
the requirements

3.

Selection of
requirements

4.

Export of the
selected
requirements
Support

Selected
Requirements

VeNuS
Tool

Derivation

Integration

Comparison

Target
Requirements

Achieved
Requirements

Measurement

Some Outcomes
It was feasible to build databases for the standards.
It was feasible to build checklists for some of the requirements.
The VeNuS tool has been further developed by TÜVNord.
Knowledge transfer from seniors to young researchers.

5.

•
•
•
•

Project
Storage / Reload

Achieved Quality Profile

Interface tool
Reveal

CATS

Checklists

30.05.2009
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Approach applied for customers
•
•
•
•

Captured all requirements from the standard.
Some requirements addresses the development, other the
assessment or usage.
Some requirements require arguments from development, other
from assessment, and some from both.
One argument can be provided by a document/statement or a
test.
Argument from
provider

Requirement
from standard

Requirement
short text

Argument from operative
usage/ assessment
...

...

Argument from
provider

Argument from operative
usage/ assessment

16
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The Yamanu approach
•
•
•
•

Create a breakdown structure of objectives.
Compliance to this structure of objectives is then evaluated by
using a similar breakdown structure of e.g. standards
The final branch of the structure should be a questionnaire.
The answers to a questionnaire could be collected from
• evidences
• arguments from relevant persons in the organisation, which is
aggregated to a answer to a sub-part of the objectives. The
outcome of the process is an audit/compliance report.

•

The approach has been used with good results with regards to
assessing security, using the ISAP tool that provides a
structured checklist-based interface to relevant standards.

30.05.2009
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The TRACE approach
• Utilizes and implements the main elements of the
TACO traceability model (NKS-project)
¾ representing requirements as paragraphs
¾ requirements changes in terms
of a change history tree
¾ seven different change types
¾ providing traceability analysis on the
basis of the representation

Change History Tree
18
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Basic Elements

19
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TRACE Interfaced With other Tools
TRACE

NuSRS

In collaboration with KAERI, KAIST; South Korea
20
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Conclusion
• There is a need of approaches to measure compliance to
standards.
• The approaches presented differ in:
• addressing the requirements direct, or using checklists
• providing evidences as
• single expert statements
• multiple statements
• proofs, tests
• documents containing the statements / assessments
• providing support for traceability or not

• ...so do also Safety Case /Claim-Argument approaches
• There might be a need of a generic framework to
measure compliance to standards
21
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Selected Problems in
Environmental Risk Management
and Emerging Threats
Polish-Norwegian
Polish
Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08
PNRF 290 AII 2/08

ICT Incident Response Management
for Minimising Environmental Impact

Presented by Martin Gilje Jaatun

ICT

1

Context for presentation
 ICT Incidents in the Process Control Network of
the Gdansk Refinery could lead to an environenviron
mental disaster in Gdansk, which could spread to
the Vistula Plains
 Famous precedence:
Australian Maroochy Shire Water Services plant
 Jill Slay
y and Michael Miller: “Lessons Learned from the Maroochy
y

Water Breach”, in “Critical Infrastructure Protection”, pp73-82,
Springer 2007 DOI 10.1007/978-0-387-75462-8_6
http://www.springerlink.com/content/m1100j53q348x053

ICT

2
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Incident Response Management
 Incident handling is like firefighting
 Incident Response MANAGEMENT implies a
perspective that goes beyond the immediate
situation
 Make sure that you learn something from every
incident!

ICT

IRMA in a nutshell

3

External dynamics

Incident handling
and
learning

ICT

4

2
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Prepare
Input from Learn

Risk
assessment

Adjustment to external
dynamics

Monitoring

Follow-up

How well is the
incident handling
system working?

Plans
Roles

Document everything!
Awareness creation What if your head
Training
has a day off?
Who you gonna call?
5

ICT

6

Dettect & rec
cover

ICT

3
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Documenting
 What happened?
 Which systems were affected?
 What damage was sustained?
 How was the incident handled?
 Make it easy!
 Provide tools!

ICT

7

Recovering
 The work is not done once the fire is out
 Safe state – particularly important in process
control environments!
 Patching, configuration
 Re-installation?
 Restore from backup?
 Integrity checks!
 Reconnection to external networks

ICT

8
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Learn
 Commitment
and resources
 What occurred
Identify sequences of
events with STEP
(Sequential Timed Events Plotting)

 Evaluate the
incident
handling
process

 Why
Identify root causes
Identify security
recommendations

Identify incident
response
recommendations
ICT

9

Learning from Incidents
 Incidents are unwanted occurrences
 ... but represent opportunities to learn
 Reactive: After each incident
 Proactive: Between incidents
 Obstacles: Embarrassment and Threats

ICT

10

5
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Further information
 More information on the IRMA method is available at
http://www.sintef.no/irma
p

Questions?
ICT

11
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T
Trust
t Case
C
T
Toolbox
lb (TCT)
Demonstration

Grzegorz Gołaszewski
Aleksander Jarzębowicz
Gdańsk University of Technology
Poland
Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats,
Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08

D e p a r tme n t
o f S o f t w ar e
Engine e r ing
GDAŃSK UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

The project aims at developing an effective
method supporting a continuous assessment of
the trustworthiness of IT systems and infrastructures within their application contexts.
The research focuses on devising a methodological framework within which a (justified) confidence in the trustworthiness of the IT system or
infrastructure being used in a specific application
context can be developed and maintained. The
framework is built around the concept of the
Trust Case (TC).
Trust Case is a documented body of evidence
that provides a convincing and valid argument
that a system is adequately trustworthy for a
given application in a given environment.
Trust Case is developed as a tree-like structure,
which allows to decompose the complex ideas of
trustworthiness, safety, privacy etc. into more
specific claims about the system’s properties. The
decomposition, however, makes a logical reasoning thanks to argument nodes of the tree. The
reasoning in Trust Case is supported by references to project documentation, standards and
other relevant documents.
trust objective
arg.
claim

assum.

claim

arg.

ref.

arg.

claim

fact

assum.

claim

arg.

ref.

ref.

arg.

assum.

fact

fact

assum.

ref.

ref.

ref.

ref.

The following Trust-IT objectives are defined:
 To develop TC language defining the
syntax, semantics and typical design patterns of trust cases
 To develop TC process defining how
trust cases are built, maintained and used
 To develop TC system defining the environment supporting the TC language and
process
TC language comprises natural language and
object context models for unambiguous description of system’s properties and environment. It
also uses design and analytical patterns to Trust
Case development.
TC process is a workflow which involves TC developers, parties involved in designing and implementing the system, independent assessors
and stakeholders’ representatives. The process
includes iterative TC development, collection of
evidence and trust case validation.
TC system consists of a set of tools, which support editing the Trust Case, management of the
evidence supporting the claims about the system’s
trustworthiness as well as publishing subsequent
working versions of the trust case for validation or
formal assessment from other parties involved in
the TC development process.

Visit Trust-IT website:

kio.pg.gda.pl/trust_case/

To learn more about Trust-IT please contact us:
Gdańsk University of Technology, Department of Software Engineering, Information Assurance Group,
G. Narutowicza 11/12, 80-952 Gdańsk-Wrzeszcz, Poland
Janusz Górski: tel.: +48 58 347-19-09, e-mail: jango@pg.gda.pl

D e p a r tme n t
o f S o f t w ar e
Engine e r ing

Editor
I NTRODUCTION

TO

TCTE DITOR

TCTEditor is an on-line team-oriented software tool supporting development of argumentation structures – trust
cases. Trust cases encompass the argument and related evidence, which together demonstrate that an object
exhibits certain properties. Trust cases have a tree-like structure with several dedicated node types: claims,
arguments, facts, assumptions, references, contexts. TCTEditor can store many trust cases (and their versions)
categorized into projects.

General scenario of TCTEditor usage

Open or create
project

Define top level
claim

Develop argument
strategy

4a.
Identify facts

Provide evidence

Define premises

4b.
Identify
assumptions

4c.
Identify
sub-claims

1. Open a trust case to develop – open a project, its specific version or create a new project
2. Define the object property to argue (e.g. system trustworthiness) as the top level claim of the trust case
3. Develop argument strategy to conclude about the argued claim from premises which are easier to be
demonstrated

4. Identify and document premises
a) Identify facts - statements of verified information about something that is the case or has happened
b) Identify assumptions - statements assumed to be true for which no evidence is provided
c) Identify sub-claims – statements to be further argued for

5. Identify documents with evidence to appropriate premises and attach them via references
To learn more about TCTEditor refer to the User’s Manual available from the main menu at  Help or contact us:
Gdańsk University of Technology, Department of Software Engineering, Information Assurance Group,
G. Narutowicza 11/12, 80-952 Gdańsk-Wrzeszcz, Poland
Janusz Górski: tel.: +48 58 347-19-09, e-mail: jango@pg.gda.pl – IAG website: iag.pg.gda.pl
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Department of Software Engineering
Gdansk University of Technology, Poland

I NTRODUCTION

TO

Risk Guide

Risk Guide is a team-oriented environment supporting risk management in software projects, particularly risk

identification, risk analysis and communication. The results of risk management are documented in the risk
assessment reports available for all team members.
Risk Guide offers several techniques to identify risk in a
project and a Knowledge Base of typical risks. Team members can browse the list of identified risks and, when
asked by the Risk Manager, give their own ratings for those risks. Finally, the risk managers can supply the risk
mitigation plans.
Risk Guide provides separate workspaces (“projects”) for different levels of the project
(PMB level, Activity level).





General scenario ofRisk Guide usage
0.
Log into
RiskGuide

1.
Refer to last
risk assessment
report

2a.
Identify again
a reported risk

2.
Identify risk

2b.
Identify a new
unrecognized risk

4.
Plan the risk
control
3.
Rate risks

2c.
Use a dedicated
checklist or risk list

0. Log into Risk Guide
1. Refer to the last risk assessment report to have a look at current project risks
2. Identify risk with different techniques and view the summary of already identified risks
a) Identify again a previously reported risk which means it is still considered a risk to the project
b) Identify a new unrecognized risk by manually entering its description
c) Use a checklist or risk list to focus on typical project risks

3. Team members supply their ratings for the identified risks to evaluate the severity of risks. Risk manager
publishes the “Top 10 Greatest Risks” report

4. Discuss the reported risks and plan the risk control actions in terms of triggering event, actions, responsibility and
schedule

To learn more about

Risk Guide refer to the User’s Manual available from the main menu at  Help or contact us:

Gdańsk University of Technology, Department of Software Engineering, G. Narutowicza 11/12, 80-952 Gdańsk-Wrzeszcz, Poland
Janusz Górski: tel.: +48 58 347-19-09, e-mail: jango@pg.gda.pl – Jakub Miler: tel.: +48 58 347-14-64, e-mail: jakubm@eti.pg.gda.pl

D e p a r tme n t
o f S o f t w ar e
Engine e r ing

ANAG E MENT
Risk Guide – S UPPORT FOR R ISK M ANAGE
Risk Guide

is a team-oriented environment supporting risk management in software projects,
particularly risk identification, risk analysis and
risk communication. It supports all participants of
the risk management process in their necessary
activities of each phase. Additionally, it offers
support for project managers in running the risk
management process by facilitating project reviews control, leadership in risk analysis and publication of risk assessment reports.

Risk Guide

offers to the registered users a valuable knowledge base of typical risks together with
the questionnaires aiding in the identification of
actual risks.

Areas supported by

Risk Guide include:

 Process start-up
- project description
- team members

 Knowledge base
- questionnaires
- lists of typical risks
- risk classification

 Risk identification
- independent input from each user
- 5 identification techniques
1. answers to a questionnaire
2. selection of risk from a risk list

A project team receives an easy to use software
tool facilitating the identification of risks in the
project as well as the communication of riskrelated information to project managers. The project managers acquire fast and effective access to
important data on the state of the project as perceived by its participants. Based on that information, they can recognize the greatest threats to
the project success and then pass their decisions
to the project team together with the risk mitigation and contingency plans.

Risk Guide

was developed as a result of research
carried out at the Department of Software Engineering, Gdansk University of Technology, Poland.
Taking benefit of the latest Internet technologies,
Risk Guide greatly supports the risk management
in distributed software projects when team members collaborate at the distance. Moreover,
Risk Guide can support the risk management
processes in multiple projects at a time.

3. selection of risk identified in an earlier
review
4. selection of risk published in an earlier
report
5. supplying a new definition of risk

- comments to submit individual risk
perception

 Risk analysis
- summary of subsequent reviews in a
snapshot
- estimation by risk rating or configurable
qualitative scale
- automatic and manual assignment of
priorities

 Publication of reports
- a list of topmost risks
- access to all earlier reports
- a history of risk assessment in
consecutive reports

Risk Guide is designed as an Internet client-server service available only for registered users
Evaluation version of
To learn more about

Risk Guide is available on request

Risk Guide and watch the demo visit our website at http://iag.pg.gda.pl/RiskGuide or contact us:

Gdańsk University of Technology, Department of Software Engineering, G. Narutowicza 11/12, 80-952 Gdańsk-Wrzeszcz, Poland
Janusz Górski: tel.: +48 58 347-19-09, e-mail: jango@pg.gda.pl – Jakub Miler: tel.: +48 58 347-14-64, e-mail: jakubm@eti.pg.gda.pl
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Demonstration

V. Katta
IFE, Norway
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Traceability of Requirements for Analysable
Computerised Environments
The TRACE tool
•
•
•
•

beta (0.9) May 2009
beta (0.91) June 2009
includes a user guide
First release candidate
version of TRACE based
on reviews of the Beta
version, by end of 2009

Sector  MTO

01.06.2009

1

Background TRACE
• Halden Work Reports
• HWR-774, HWR-846, HWR-890 and HWR-891

• Utilizes and implements the main elements of the
TACO traceability model (NKS-project TACO)
¾ representing requirements as paragraphs
¾ requirements changes in terms
of a change history tree
¾ seven different change types
¾ providing traceability analysis on the
basis of the representation

Change History Tree
Sector  MTO

2

01.06.2009

Basic Elements

Sector  MTO

3

01.06.2009

Can be Interfaced With other Tools
TRACE

NuSRS

In collaboration with KAERI, KAIST; South Korea

Sector  MTO

4

01.06.2009

Session 7
Methods and Tools III
Chair: Malin Fylkner
JRC
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Relationship between Safety and Security
in Software based Systems
Odd Nordland
SINTEF ICT
Trondheim
Norway
odd.nordland@sintef.no
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Introduction






“Security is not my job”
Dependency on computer systems
Example 1: Power station control
Example 2: Pumping station control
“Security IS your job!”
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“Security is not my job”
 Safety engineers tend to regard security as outside the
scope of their task
 Safety standards (e.g. IEC 61508) explicitly exclude security
 A safety system cannot protect against sabotage, burglary,

vandalism
 Human behaviour (malicious or benevolent) is too unpredictable


“You cannot make a system fool-proof,
because the fools are so ingenious”

 So there is heavy reliance on e.g. access control, fences etc.
 the safety system must be protected
 but that’s not the task of the safety engineer ...

Workshop “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats", Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08 , Gdansk, PL, June 2009
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Dependency on computer systems
 Modern safety systems are increasingly based on
computers and electronic systems
 Power stations: turbines controlled by software
 Pumping stations: distributed computers with intense

communication

 Hacking into safe software can make it unsafe
 Software maintenance (upgrades) can go wrong

Workshop “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats", Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08 , Gdansk, PL, June 2009
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Example 1: Power station control
 Turbines are controlled by software
 often remotely

 Hacking into the software can result in physical
destruction of the turbine
 demonstrated by U.S. Department of Homeland Security!
(see http://www.cnn.com/2007/US/09/26/power.at.risk/index.html#cnnSTCText)





Up to 60 % of power supply can be lost for months
Catastrophic consequences for the economy
Catastrophic consequences for society

 From a safety point of view,
a dead turbine is a safe turbine!
Workshop “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats", Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08 , Gdansk, PL, June 2009
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Example 2: Pumping station control
 Pumping stations are vital for uawy Wilane
 Coming control system
 Distributed computers communicating with dispatching centres
 Software includes pump data, topology, operational rules etc.
 Needs to be updatable e.g. for new or changed pumping stations
 Updates uploaded from technician’s terminal (laptop with CD)
 Falsified update can wreak havoc


e.g. wrong water level to trigger pumping

 Protection through access control to computer rooms
 No hardware based handshake (e.g. dongles)
 No authorisation checking once the software is being updated
 Neither of the above is currently specified as a requirement ...
Workshop “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats", Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08 , Gdansk, PL, June 2009
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“Security IS your job!”
 Security breaches can have serious safety consequences
 Current protection mechanisms are not good enough
 Terrorists have money and advanced technical resources
 They come from the inside
 they can access internal information such as




communication protocols
encryption methods
authorisation procedures

 Safety requirements specifications do not include security
 BUT THEY SHOULD!

Workshop “Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats", Polish-Norwegian Research Fund Project no. PNRF-290-AII-2/08 , Gdansk, PL, June 2009
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• Motivation
• Security Assessment methodology
• Case study
• Conclusions
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Motivations
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Supervisory
Today most
of criticalControl
infrastructures
andhighly
Data on
Acquisition
depend
the underlying
(SCADA)networks
communication
New Vulnerabilities

Public
Network

New Attack Scenarios
New Risks

New Analysis Methods
New Simulation Methods
New Theoretical Models
On Field Tests

Preliminary Concepts
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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A Risk Assessment process, by mapping and correlating
the Security Knowledge on the System Knowledge,
magnifies the Risk Exposure of the system under Analysis

Relationships
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Risk Assessment Methodology
Overview
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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System
Description
Vulnerability
Assessment
Risk
Assessment
Security Assessment
Methodology

Attack
Assessment

Threat
Assessment

System Modeling
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Asset

System Description

Stakeholder

Service
Components

External Services

Component
S b t
Subsystem

Security Policies

Low Level Services
Roles

Sub Systems

Security Manager

Sub System Services
System Services

Data Flows
Relationships
S ft
Software

Name
Version
Dependencies
Value etc.

Name
List of
Components
Contained etc.

Name
Version
Dependencies
Value etc.

H d
Hardware

Name
Version
Characteristics
Value….
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Vulnerability Assessment Phase
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Disservice Chains

For each Asset:
•By inspecting the Disservice Chain, the Data
flow Chains and the dependency chains, the
component involved are identified

Asset-Vulnerability
Table

•By analyzing the security repository, the related
vulnerabilities are linked to the components
•The information is back-propagated to the
relative Asset

Weakness Indexes

For each Vulnerability is evaluated its plausibility
and its severity in the target context

For each Asset
•A worst case weakness index is computed
•A cumulative weakness index is computed

Threat Assessment
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

Threats List

Identification of
Candidate Threats
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Assets List

Dependencies List

Evaluation of Plausibility
and Severity

Threat Hypothesis

Table sub-services/threats

Synthesis

Threat Verification
Table
sub-services/threats
Identification of the threats
that are potentially able
to compromise some Assets

Disservice Chains

Hazardous
Interdependencies
Table

Subsystem
Exposure indexes

Worst Case

System Exposure
indexes

Worst Case

Cumulative

Cumulative

Exposure Profile

4

Attack Assessment
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

Hazardous Chains

Identification of
Candidate attacks
(for each threats)
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Attacks library

Attack Hypothesis

Vulnerabilities table

Table Threats/Attacks

Attack Verification
Hazardous Chains

Attacks Validation

Attacks library

Security Policies

Evaluation of Plausibility
and Severity

Table Threats/Attacks

Table Threats/Attacks

Worst Case

Table
Subsystem/Attacks

Attack
Exploitability index

Subsystem
Expl. indexes

Exploitability
Profile
Cumulative

...Multidimensional Attack Trees
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Threats Description

Fault Tree Analysis

Fault Tree-Attack Tree
Integration

Attack Tree Analysis

5

…Attack Tree Projection and
Integration, Advantages…
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Analysis Input Pruning:
– R
Reassigning
i i th
the plausibility/severity
l
ibilit /
it values
l
on the
th lilight
ht off a particular
ti l
scenario, it is possible to eliminate the not probable branches
– The security assessment complexity results downgraded

Precision of the Analysis:
The knowledge derived by description of the target scenario
and the Fault Tree integration allow to improve:
 The risk assessment reliability
 The precision of the results

Risk Assessment
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Risk Hypothesis

Previous data and analysis

Vulnerabilities

Identification of the
Security Failures

Threats

Assets
Attacks

Security Failure
Indexes

Security Failure
Indexes

Previous data and
analysis

Risk Verification
Security Repository

Countermeasures
identification
Countermeasures
Evaluation

Risk Synthesis
Worst Case
Risk Index
Cumulative
Risk Index

Countermeasures
List
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Industrial Security Assessment Workbench
(InSAW)
User Interface
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Threats
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Data Flow
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Dependencies
Modeling
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Stakeholder
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g
Asset
Modeling
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XML Converter

Services
Modeling
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Attacks
Assessment Unit

Countermeasure
Evaluator

Vulnerabilities
Instantiator

Vulnerabilities
Evaluator

Dependencies
Surfer

Dependencies
Analyzer
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Threats
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Security Policies
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g

System
Modeling
g
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Indexes
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Threats
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Results
Correlator
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Indexes
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Reporting
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Libraries Manager
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Industrial Security
Assessment Workbench (InSAW)
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7

Case Study: the Process Control Network
of a Power plant
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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The PCS is integrated
within a broader
information system:
Business network
Data network (to send/receive
process data)
Power system regulation
…

Most maintenance
services remotely
y
performed
DATA NETWORK
Office network

Results
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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• 12000 components described
• 1050 V
Vulnerabilities
l
biliti Discovered
Di
d (230 considered
id
d
critical)

• 10 Critical Attack Scenarios
• Set of new single point of failure
• Set of architectural countermeasure

8

Conclusions
ERM Workshop, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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• There is a need of new risk assessment
methodologies taking into account the increasing
complexity
l it off th
the modern
d
critical
iti l iintrustrial
t t i l systems
t

• The proposed methodology, both formal and
applicative has been tested successfully on big and
complex systems like turbo-gas power plants allowing
to identifyy new,, unknown attack profiles
p

• The methodology can be used also for not strictly-ICT
related threat analysis (e.g. High Power
Electromagnetic Attacks etc.)

9
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ON THE INTEROPERABILITY OF
SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR RISK
ANALYSIS
Binda Massimo, Contini Sergio, Fabbri Luciano
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• Definition of software interoperability in risk analysis
• State of the art
• Usefulness of interoperability in risk analysis
• Content and results of the feasibility study
• On-going developments
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Interoperability in risk analysis (1)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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If two or more software tools - developed for the same purpose and
based on the same or on different models / algorithms - are capable
of exchanging data, they are exhibiting syntactic interoperability.

In Risk analysis the syntactic interoperability implies the
development of one or more data exchange formats depending for
each phase of the risk analysis procedure.
Different phases require different formats.

Interoperability in risk analysis (2)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

FMEA
Plants data
Accident database
HAZOP
Hazard identification models
MLD
Accidents DBs
What may go wrong?
Fires
Explosion
Dispersion How dangerous is it?
Plant data
Plant layout
Substances data
Meteorological data
Accident effect models

EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT

Fault tree
Event tree
RBD
CCD
Markov

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

How frequent is it?
Plant data
Reliability database
Human factor database
Reliability models

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY
ANALYSIS

ACCIDENT
CONSEQUENCE
ANALYSIS

IMPROVE
PROTECTION
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RISK
RISK
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT

LAND-USE
LAND-USE
PLANNING
PLANNING

IMPROVE
PREVENTION

INFORMATION
INFORMATION
TO
TO PUBLIC
PUBLIC

State of the art on interoperability in R.A. (1)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

R.A. PHASE

METHODOLOGIES

HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY
ANALYSIS

ACCIDENT
CONSEQUENCE
ANALYSIS
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EXCHANGE FORMAT?

PHA, FMEA, HAZOP, …
Accidents DBs

NONE

FTA, ETA, RBD, MKA, …,
Reliability DBs

OPEN-PSA INITIATIVE
FTA - ETA

Fires, Explosion, Dispersion, …
Substances BDs

NONE

State of the art on interoperability in R.A. (2)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

Fault trees and Event trees in PRA of NPP is a
project of the OPEN-PSA initiative, started in 2007

http://open-psa.org/
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Usefulness of interoperability in R.A. (1)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Verification of safety report for licensing
For Seveso-type installations the Manufacturer has the obligation to submit a
safety report to the Competent Authority (C.A.) containing, for each identified
accident scenario, the failure frequency and the consequences to human
beings and the environment.
In order to conduct the verification activity and to draw sound conclusions,
the C.A. has, among other, to re-analyse the identified accident scenarios
using its preferred models, tools, and assumption.
This task becomes expensive is the C.A. models are different from the
Manufacturer ones.
A common data exchange format would make this task easier.

Usefulness of interoperability in R.A. (2)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

Addition/substitution of software modules
A common format would offer the possibility to rapidly develop
packages dealing with accident scenarios that can be simulated
using different models (e.g. outflow-dispersion; effectsvulnerability), or to substitute a model with a better one.

Test/validation of new software/models
A common format would be of great benefit to model developers
and software developers, since it would foster the comparison of
the results obtained from using other models and tools.

8

Usefulness of interoperability in R.A. (3)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Re-use of existing data
Safety reports have to be reviewed on a periodical basis to
account for possible modifications within the plant. The use of a
common format would allow to reuse existing data even if models
used, for any reason, are different, thus avoiding waste of time,
resources and money.

Emergency planning – Land Use Planning
The information from the risk analysis is used for defining the
emergency planning as well as the land use planning around
plants. The use of a common format would allow using the more
suitable data and tools.

Usefulness of interoperability in R.A. (4)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Area risk analysis
Area risk analysis deals with the determination of the risk in limited geographical
areas where the concentration of activities dealing with dangerous substances
(storage, process, transport) take place close to residential areas.
In order to estimate the area risk it is
fundamental to determine the accident
consequences using the same set of
models for all accident scenarios.
Hence the results of accident
consequences available in safety
reports are useless if manufacturers
apply different models and tools.
A common exchange format would
make the analysis more straightforward.

The JRC-IPSC feasibility study
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Objectives of the project:
1 - To study the feasibility of defining a common data exchange format for
accident consequence models by focussing on typical accidents that could
develop from a Seveso-type establishment, i.e. fires, explosions and toxic
releases;
2 - To develop a specific tool to compare the results of different consequence
models applied to the same accident scenarios.
As the results of models can be described in different forms the comparison
involves the problem of interpolating data on a common representation
system;
3 - To develop ad-hoc prototype software modules to prove the feasibility of data
exchange amongst different models.

Organisation of data to be exchanged
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

Tree-like structure

General info

Problem Title

12

consequence

output

input

substance
1D

Acc. Category

Centerline

Chemical prop.
environment
2D

Acc. Type

contours

Physical prop.
Storage condit.

2D

Model type
Toxicol. prop.

grid

Plant layout

Etc.

The XML has been used to represent information in the data exchange files

Problems considered in the study (1)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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1 – Classification of accidents types and models types, to be used
to check software compatibility (general info section);
2 - Type of software (Single Model, Multi Model) and related
compatibility conditions;
3 - Unit measures (needs for a conversion system);
4 – In order to Interface MM with SM it is necessary to consider both
input and output data, including intermediate results.
5 - In order to:
- Compare results of different models;
- Generate maps of effects (2D grid) for risk analysis.
it is necessary to interpolate the exchanged data.

Problems considered in the study (2)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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6 - File dimensions:
Export sampled data / contours;
Import + interpolation.

Interpolation of data in a common system (2D grid) is important when:
- Models do not use the same grid dimensions;
- Models represent the results in different ways (1D, 2D contours, 2D grid);
- The file dimension of the 2D grid consequence results is too large to be
exported (export sampled data / contours).

Interpolation methods considered:
- Inverse distance to a power (2D grid)
- Linear (contours)
- Constrained Cubic Spline (contours)

Interpolation methods and tools (1)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Test procedure for checking the results of interpolation methods
Accident
consequence
model
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Interpolation methods and tools (2)
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Comparison of Gaussian analytical model and interpolated contours
using the Constrained Cubic Spline method.
D-values for different cases
Contours (n) - Data Points Distance (m)
9-4

9-20

5-4

5-20

5-40

5-100

D+ = 0.59 %
D- = 0.11 %
D = 0.70 %

D+ = 1.28 %
D- = 0.23 %
D = 1.52 %

D+ = 1.57 %
D- = 0.34 %
D = 1.91 %

D+ = 2.13 %
D- = 0.28 %
D = 2.42 %

D+ = 3.59 %
D- = 0.34 %
D = 3.93 %

D+ = 10.14 %
D- = 0.66 %
D = 10.79 %

Example: Gaussian model - 5 contours 100m between points
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Interpolation methods and tools (3)
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Interpolation of PHAST results for a heavy gas instantaneous release
Test on
5 contours

Common Data Exchange Format (CDEF)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

Interoperability between pool fire models

1D pool fire model

2D pool fire model
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Comparison of models’ output (1)
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Comparison of results of different pool fire models
MODEL 1D
GRID1

GRID1 – GRID2

GRID2

MODEL 2D

Comparison of models’ output (2)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

1D model: Central cross section

2D model: Central cross section
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Comparison of models’ output (3)
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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Models difference

Cross section at 48 m

Central cross section

Example of CDEF in area risk analysis
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009

ARIPAR is a GIS-based tool for area risk analysis
IMPACT AREA DATA COLLECTION
Impact Area
Vulnerability
map
Centres
Meteorology
Demography

SOURCE AREA DATA COLLECTION

Plants

Transports

OFF LINE ANALYSIS

Frequency
estimation

Accident
consequences

ARIPAR SYSTEM

AREA RISK ASSESSMENT
Selected sources
Local and Individual Risk

Societal Risk

Risk Source Ranking
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Example of CDEF in area risk analysis
ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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ARIPAR interfaced with different accident consequence
software tools through XML and interpolation
Heavy gas
instantaneous release

PHAST

2D

XML

2D interpolated grid

2D

ARIPAR

Heavy gas
continuous release

ALOHA

2D

XML

2D interpolated grid

XML

2D interpolated grid

XML

2D interpolated grid

XML

2D interpolated grid

2D

Gaussian dispersion

GAUSS

2D

2D

Pool fire

STARS

2D

2D

UVCE

EFFECTS

1D

2D

Conclusions and on-going developments
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The feasibility study allowed identifying and solving the problems
in developing a common data exchange format for accident
consequence assessment.
On-going developments (end 2009):
1- Improvement of the GUI of the developed software;
2- Detailed definition of the XML format for:
2.1 chemical substances;
2.2 fire and explosion models;
2.3 air gas dispersion models
to be proposed to interested parties
COMMON
COMMONDATA
DATAEXCHANGE
EXCHANGEFORMATS
FORMATS CAN
CANONLY
ONLYBE
BEESTABLISHED
ESTABLISHED
TOGETHER
WITH
ALL
STAKEHOLDERS
TOGETHER WITH ALL STAKEHOLDERS
(European
(EuropeanCommittee
Committeefor
forStandardization,
Standardization,EU
EUsafety
safetyauthorities,
authorities,industry
industry
representatives,
software
and
model
developers,
etc.)
representatives, software and model developers, etc.)

ERM Workshop, Selected Problems in Environmental Risk Management and Emerging Threats, Gdansk, 2-5 June 2009
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InSAW-Industrial Security Assessment Workbench
Igor Nai Fovino and Marcelo Masera

Abstract— Industry, in parallel with a pervasive use of
information and communication technologies, has begun in the
last years to take into consideration the use of public
information infrastructures (including the Internet) for
remotely monitoring, managing and maintaining their technical
systems. Concurrently, private and public networks are used for
interconnecting technical and business information systems. As
a result, industry is increasingly exposed to internal and
external cyber-threats, and the security of the ICT
infrastructures assumes a predominant relevance. A security
assessment methodology, tailored for ICT industrial systems,
has been recently developed in order to address such problem.
In this paper we present InSAW, a software tool we have
developed to implement such methodology in order to help the
analysts in modeling and analyze under a security perspective,
complex critical systems.
Index Terms—
assessment.

services, critical infrastructure,

security

I. INTRODUCTION

S

ecurity threats are one of the main problems of this

computer-based era. All systems making use of information
and communication technologies (ICT) are prone to failures
and vulnerabilities that can be exploited by malicious
software and agents. Industrial critical installations present
particular features that differentiate them from more
conventional ICT systems. Industrial systems combine
typical information system (e.g. data bases), with real-time
elements implementing the control functions. In the latest
years, these hybrid infrastructures started to be connected to
internal and external communication networks, creating in
this way distributed macro-systems, and ICT security has
become a subject of primary concern, especially relevant to
the complex field of Critical Infrastructure Protection.
Security risk assessment and management of critical
industrial IT infrastructures is a relatively new discipline.
Most efforts are concentrated on typical corporate
information systems. Industrial systems present some specific
features: the co–existence of heterogeneous environments
(e.g. real–time and desktop applications), and the constraints
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deriving from physical phenomena (e.g. power stability) and
business objectives (e.g. productivity and performance).
These factors determine how IT systems can be handled: for
instance, it is not always possible to stop industrial system for
installing security patches.
The assessment and management of security issues deal with
a varied set of information: some referring to the system
characteristics (e.g. identification of vulnerabilities and
assets, security policies), other to threats (their intentions,
resources, capabilities), and other to the potential attack
mechanisms and the relative countermeasures that could be
applied in order to avoid or mitigate the effects of negative
incidents. In addition one has to consider the interactions of
malicious acts with accidental failures and human errors.
The interlinking of information and communication systems
into systems-of-systems adds a further level of complexity:
while design, configuration, deployment operations and
security policies are local, the overall functioning brings
about unexpected emergent behaviors and is characterized by
interdependencies that can give place to system–wide
propagation of negative effects.
Some approaches have been proposed to the analysis of
systems-of-systems and infrastructural systems (see next
section). They generally aim at linking structural and
functional descriptions to security goals, and at associating
vulnerabilities to known attacks. On the other hand, Masera
and Nai [18, 13, 17], developed in the latest years a
comprehensive service oriented theoretical methodology
allowing, starting from the description of a system in term of
components, services, relationships and data-flows, to
identify all the possible dependencies, the cascading effects
of low level vulnerabilities, the threats and the exploitable
attacks. Such a methodology has been successfully tested on
the field for the security assessment of complex system as, for
example, Power Plants. [19]. The potentiality of such
methodology, are, in our opinion, extremely promising,
especially in the analysis of the inter-infrastructures
interconnections and dependencies. As every security
assessment framework, the one presented by Masera and Nai,
in order to be proficient and effective, needs to be supported
by proper tools and analysis instruments.
In this paper, after a brief recall of the present state of the art
in the ICT security assessment field, and after an overview of
such Service Oriented methodology, we present in detail an
Industrial Security Assessment Workbench (InSAW), which
fully implements and extends such security assessment
methodology.

II. STATE OF THE ART
In the scientific literature, to our knowledge, there is only a
work fully tailored for industrial ICT security assessment [18]
however there is relevant work in the generic field of ICT
security, system modeling and system safety. The assessment
of industrial systems is traditionally the field of classical
safety risk studies. Only recently security issues have started
to be considered of primary relevance. Keeney et al. [1]
presented a study on computer system sabotage of critical
infrastructures. Stoneburner, Goguen and Feringa [2] in their
study on Risk Management for Information Technology
Systems described a nine-step procedure for the risk
assessment of information systems. Moreover Swiderski and
Snyder [3] introduced the concept of threat modeling, and a
structured approach for identifying, evaluating, and
mitigating risks to system security.
A study of such approach on a Web Application environment
is showed in [4]. In addition, there are some tools developed
for general purpose like “Microsoft Security Assessment
Tool” [7], and “Citicus” [8]. The first one is a traditional
“check list” assessment process; in other words, the whole
assessment process goes through a series of
“question-answer” sessions, guiding the analysis through an
iterative process, and producing as output a set of
recommendations and best practices. It is quick and easy
method, that can only provide rough results far from precise
and exhaustive. The second tool, Citicus, is based on the
concept of perceived information risks, categorizing them
according to some customized criteria.
The OCTAVE approach [5], introduced by the Software
Engineering Institute in the late 90s, currently represents the
most complete and exhaustive methodology for information
systems, but it hasn’t been used and conceived for industrial
applications. The more relevant tool was developed by the
project CORAS (2001-2003) [6], supporting a methodology
for model-based risk analysis of security-critical systems –
but this methodology has been applied to e-government and
e-commerce, not to industrial control systems or, in general to
heterogeneous complex systems.
From these methods we can derive some useful remarks. The
assessment of security requires the proper description of the
system at issue, from all relevant perspectives: policies and
operations, structure and function, physical links and
information flows, etc.
The problem of “Infrastructure Modeling” has been treated
mainly for design and operational purposes, but the analysis
of security requires further considerations Different
approaches have been suggested in order to model systems in
light of security. The work presented in [5] by Alberts &
Dorofee is a good example of a risk assessment methodology
based on a system description. However such a description
lacks mainly in two points: it is not formal and, more relevant,
it cannot deal with complex System-of-Systems. Folker den
Braber et al. present in [6] another risk assessment approach

partially based on a system description. It tries to partially
capture the concept of adverse environment by introducing
(using UML) the concept of “Threat Scenario”. This, of
course, is an advance in the representation of systems that
could be adapted for the description of several interacting
systems. Nevertheless, this was not the intention of the
authors and represents only a possible adaptation of the
methodology. Masera and Nai Fovino in three correlated
works [9, 10, 11], present an approach based on the concept
of system–of–systems, that preserves the operational and
managerial independence of the components while capturing
at the same time the concept of relationship among
components, services and subsystems. In the present work we
adopt as starting point such approach (summarized in a
deeper detail in the following section).
Finally, security assessment needs to consider attack
scenarios. There exist several methods used to describe
security information related to malicious acts. Historically the
first approach in that sense was related to the creation of
vulnerability databases (of which Bugtraq [12] is an
example). However, they are basically focused on the
description of vulnerabilities, lacking completely (but that
isn't their goal) the description of the means and ways by
which they can be exploited by attacks. The most promising
approach capturing the latter characteristic is the Graph
Based Attack Models [13]. In this category two can be
considered the main modeling approaches: Petri Net based
Models and Attack Trees models. A good example of the first
category is the Attack Net Model introduced by McDermott
[14] in which the places of a Petri Net represent the steps of
an attack and the transitions are used to capture precise
actions performed by the attackers.
The second approach (attack trees), proposed originally by
Bruce Schneier [15] is based on the use of expansion trees to
show the different attack lines that could affect a system
describing their steps and their interrelationships. Such an
approach has been extended by Masera and Nai [16] by
introducing the concept of Attack Projection.

III. THE SERVICE ORIENTED SECURITY ASSESSMENT
METHODOLOGY, AN OVERVIEW
As claimed in the introduction, our objective is to provide a
tool helping to analyze the critical infrastructures and their
interconnections in order to identify implicit dependencies, to
detect potential cascading effects, and finally to identify
vulnerabilities, threats and attacks which could cause major
damages. We have chosen to adopt as reference the work of
Masera & Nai [18]. The methodology proposed by Masera &
Nai foresees that in order to assess the security of a system, it
is necessary to provide a description of the system itself, of its
components, of its assets, of the interaction and the
relationships among the components, the assets and the
external world. Such a description (expressed analytically by
tables) could be used to identify in a systematic way the

Figure 2 presents a high level description of the software
architecture of InSAW. The core of the whole tool is a
relational DBMS managing a set of different libraries:
-

Fig. 1. Disservice Graph

vulnerabilities affecting the whole system. Moreover, as
shown in Figure 1, by analyzing the vulnerabilities affecting
the different components-subsystems-services of the target
system, while at the same time inspecting the different
relationships-dependencies-data flows linking together all the
actors of the system, it is possible to build a graph of
disservice chains, i.e. a graph which systematically illustrates
all the possible explicit and implicit cascading effects which
can be caused by a low level component affected by a
vulnerability.
These vulnerabilities are then described by some significant
parameters (e.g. severity, plausibility, resource costs etc.) and
used to identify the threats that can be associated to the
relevant services provided by the system. Such information is
then used to identify and validate candidate attacks which can
be exploited against the system. This evaluation gives as
feed-back a set of “feasible attacks” with associated indexes
which show off the level of exposure of the system. All these
operations are quantified by some risk related indexes that are
then employed to perform the evaluation of the security
failure risk and the countermeasures.

IV. INSAW HIGH LEVEL DESCRIPTION
The Service Oriented Analysis methodology presented by
Nai and Masera, is clearly based on the concept of
Knowledge. In other words, in order to analyze a system, it is
needed to possess both detailed knowledge about the
elements composing the system itself, and detailed
knowledge about vulnerabilities, threats and attacks. The lack
of such information compromises obviously any kind of
security assessment analysis. On the light of these
considerations, a tool which aims at helping the analysts in
the evaluation of the security of infrastructures which are
usually extremely complex, should provide not only the
analysis engines allowing to identify the vulnerabilities, the
dependencies etc, but should also act as knowledge
repository.

-

-

-

Component libraries: such set of libraries contains a
wide range of information (e.g. brand, features, low
level services provided, associated vulnerabilities
etc.) related to different kind of components. We can
store here for example libraries of network
components, libraries of electric components, valves
etc.
Vulnerability libraries: such libraries contain
information about known vulnerabilities, like their
severity, their plausibility, the components affected
by them etc.
Threat libraries: libraries describing known threats
(including potential agents, resources and means
needed for implementing attacks).
Attack libraries: such libraries contain the
description of attacks according to the well known
attack tree paradigm [15].
Countermeasure libraries: they contain the
description of the possible countermeasures
associated to the known vulnerabilities and attacks.

All these libraries are, in the reality represented by relational
DBs managed by the central DBMS.
Finally the “system library” contains the instantiation of all
the system analyzed.
On top of the DBMS there is an Object Translation Layer.
Such an intermediate layer allows adopting an
object-oriented approach over a relational database.
Following this approach, for describing a system with all its
relationships, flows, services etc. the user will have to search
the desired components in the libraries, and select and
instantiate them into the DB related to the system under
analysis. The components instantiated automatically will
carry with them all the information related to their
vulnerabilities, the low level services provided etc. The user
will have only then to design, with the help of visual tools,
the remaining elements of the system description, e.g. the
data flows, the subsystem interfaces and services etc. All
these elements will be then stored in the system DB.
On top of the Object Oriented layer have been developed
seven modular units:
- Library management unit: It allows managing the
different libraries, for exporting and importing them
into XML format. The possibility to exchange
libraries is a not negligible feature of this
framework, in fact in this way, it is possible to use
knowledge accumulated by other experts in order to
perform a target local analysis.
- System Description Unit: it supports the visual
description of the system under analysis.

-

-

-

Vulnerability Analysis Unit: such unit supports the
vulnerability analysis of the target system. Basically
it implements all the algorithms of graph analysis,
cycle resolution, pruning and propagation presented
in [18], which allows to:
o Identify the vulnerabilities.
o Examplify all the implicit relationships,
covert channels and cascading effects.
o Identify the disservice graph.
o Calculate the associated vulnerability
indexes.
Threat Analysis Unit: it implements the threat
analysis according to the service oriented
methodology. Roughly speaking it allows to link the
high level services (i.e. the services provided by the
system to the external world) with a set of threats.
This facilitates the identification of the servicessubsystems-components that could be involved in
the carrying out of threats.
Attack Analysis Unit: This unit allows associating a
set of attacks (taken from the attack libraries) to
services and subsystems. The algorithms in this

-

-

attack validation is performed. In fact, InSAW also
explores the combination between different attacks
(macro attacks) and the combination between
attacks and failure events (as every component has
associated a failure rate).
Countermeasure Unit: on the basis of the results of
the previous analysis engines, such module
provides a set of suitable countermeasures which
can in different measure mitigate the effects of the
discovered security holes.
Presentation Unit: such units provides the following
features:
o Query: it allows the user to formulate
queries related to different aspects of the
information stored into the databases.
o Report: it allows to generate a wide set of
different reports about the analysis
performed.

From a technical point of view, InSAW has been developed
in C# over a MSSQL DBMS. The intermediate O.O. layer has
been realized by using the “Hibernate” libraries [20] Figures

Fig. 2. InSAW High Level Architecture

module associate the abstract attack descriptions
with the model of the system under evaluation,
exhaustively trying, by inspecting all the possible
relationships, dependencies and data flows, to
discover which attack pattern could potentially be
implemented. During the attack analysis, not only an

3 and 4 show some InSAW screenshots
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Service Oriented security assessment methodology
and InSAW have been extensively tested during these last

two years, mainly using systems taken from the electric
power sector. We approached the test phase in a rigorous and
systematic manner, starting from smaller systems (e.g. IT
systems in substations), passing then to the analysis of
medium level industrial control systems [17], and arriving
finally to the analysis of complex systems such as power
plants [19].

industrial and critical infrastructures. In this paper we
presented a comprehensive tool conceived for this purpose.
The on-field tests of such tool, which implements a formal
service oriented security assessment methodology, has
showed promising results in helping to keep safe and secure
complex critical infrastructures. Moreover, being based on a
system of system modeling approach (each sub-system can be
seen as a component which inherits the services and the
vulnerabilities of the “composing lower level components”) it
appears at the moment extremely appealing for the analysis of
the security of interconnected systems (e.g. continental power
grids). For the future we plan to explore in depth this research
direction. Finally, we plan to integrate the InSAW tool (and
the methodology which it implements), with the Trust Cases
paradigm [ref.] for structuring the evidence about security
into a complete argumentation arrangement.
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ON THE INTEROPERABILITY OF SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR RISK ANALYSIS
This short note is provided to supplement the information given in the set of slides concerning the
interoperability of software for risk analysis and in particular the software demonstration. The software
developed deals with the following problems:
1) Interpolation of results of consequence assessment models on a 2D grid;
2) Interface of different software for risk analysis; and
3) Comparison of the results of accident scenarios given by different software.
All data exchange files were described using XML.

1. Interpolation of the results of consequence assessment models on a 2D grid
Interpolation is necessary when:
Models do not use the same grid dimensions;
Models represent the results in different ways (1D, 2D contours, 2D grid);
The file dimension of the 2D grid consequence results is too large to be
exported (export sampled data / contours).
A special test has been designed to examine the effectiveness and appropriateness of the interpolation methods
on a selected number of practical cases. In general, the physical effects produced by the accident consequence
models are normally represented by their values on a downwind centreline (1D-model), as effect contour lines
or as a grid points (2D-model). The first case can always be regarded as a 2D-model with concentric contours.
For this reason all type of models can be treated in the same way. As an example Figure 1 illustrates the general
process at the basis of the test applied to the grid generation and interpolation of accident consequence results.
This test was performed using a Gaussian dispersion model.
Concentration
contours in XML
format

Gaussian dispersion
model

gi

Grid
dimensions

Read XML
file

Grid construction
and Interpolation
module

Exact values calculated for all
cells of the grid

Comparison
of results on grid

fi

Interpolated values for all
cells of the grid

Figure 1. Diagram showing the experimental phases to verify the suitability of the selected interpolation methods

In order to check the accuracy of the interpolation method applied, the following coefficients are calculated:

fi − gi
100 (if f i > g i )
gi
i =1
N g − f
i
D− = ∑ i
100 (if f i < g i )
gi
i =1
N

D+ = ∑

(1)
(2)

D = D+ + D−

(3)

where fi is the interpolated value in the i-th cell, gi is the exact value obtained analytically and N is the total
number of cells of the grid. Eq. (3) is equivalent to take the absolute values of the difference between fi and gi.
Table 1 provides the results obtained for the Gaussian dispersion model. Different simulations have been
considered by changing the number of contours and the distance between points on each contour. The best
method is the Constrained Cubic Spline (CCS) for which the maximum (conservative) error is about 10% when
5 contours were considered in which the distance between points was 100 meters.
Table 1. D-parameters from the interpolation of Gaussian dispersion results described in different ways.
Interpolation method: Constrained Cubic Spline.

9-4
D+ = 0.59 %;
D- = 0.11 %;
D = 0.70 %

9-20
D+ = 1.28 %;
D- = 0.23 %;
D = 1.52 %

Contours(n)-Data Points Distance (m)
5-4
5-20
5-40
D+ = 1.57 %; D+ = 2.13 %;
D+ = 3.59 %;
D- = 0.34 %; D- = 0.28 %;
D- = 0.34 %;
D = 1.91 %
D = 2.42 %
D = 3.93 %

5-100
D+ = 10.14 %;
D- = 0.66 %;
D = 10.79 %

This test was performed also using other models. All results were very good.

2. Interfacing different software for risk analysis
The first test concerned the interoperability between two different pool fire models. The availability of the
source codes allowed us to perform a complete test, i.e. a two-way data exchange test by implementing the
import-export modules in XML. The two selected models, characterised by a different degree of complexity,
were of type 1D and 2D. Figure 3 shows that one model can run by using the input data exported by the other
model and vice versa. Differences in input data must be addressed by the user. In Figure 3 these types of data
are represented as “extra data”.
extra
data

Pool fire 1D
model,
No wind

1D data
and results

XML
common
format

2D data
and results

Pool fire 2D
model
(wind)

extra
data

Figure 3: Diagram showing the exchange of data between 1D and 2D pool fire models

The software developed to implement this trial was linked to a specific database on substances. This was done
in order to perform an automatic uploading of substance data requested by the model. By selecting the
substance, some associated data are extracted from the database and displayed in the model interface. Other data
(e.g. CAS number, molecular weight), are also extracted from the database and stored in the XML input file
without being displayed in the model interface. This is a typical example of the problem associated with the
decision of which input parameters have to be exported and which not.
Moreover, the problem of unit measures was considered. The file UM_Conversion.xml was prepared containing
the conversion factors from two different systems. The conversion is performed in two phases:
- Conversion from unit A to the International Standard System;
- Conversion (if any) from the International Standard System to unit B.

Other tests have been carried out using some well known software e.g. PHAST, EFFECTS and ALOHA;
however, due to the unavailability of their source codes it was not possible to carry out the two-way tests. Thus,
the experiments consisted in performing a one-way transfer of data (through the XML format) from the above
consequence assessment tools to ARIPAR, a GIS based tool for area risk analysis and control. Figure 4 shows
the diagram of the experiment carried out to perform an area risk analysis using result from different tools,
applied to different accident scenarios, integrated with the data needed to characterise the geographical area of
interest (GAUSS and STARS are two software for consequence assessment developed in the past by the JRC).
The CCS interpolation method was applied to represent the results of accident consequences on 2D grids.

Area map
Zoning
Demography
Meteorology
Vulnerability centres
Plants
Transport
Accident frequences
etc…

Figure 4: Diagram showing the interface of different consequence assessment tools with an area risk analysis tool.

3. Comparison of the results of an accident scenario analysed by means of different software tools
It is particularly interesting the case of the comparison of different consequence models for the same accident
scenario. This situation is rather typical when the competent authority has to evaluate the risk assessment results
produced by the plant operator using different models in the review process; or when new software (model)
needs to be tested (validated).
The following cases were addressed in the study:
- comparison of results of 1D models;
- comparison of results of a 1D model with a 2D model;
- comparison of results of two 2D models.
In order to perform the comparison of two different consequence effect maps, and in turn, the outcome of two
different consequence models/tools, the CEM (Comparison Effects Models) specific software has been
developed containing the interpolation methods and the map viewer.
Other uses of CEM can be envisaged, e.g. comparison of the results of different interpolation methods applied to
a given accident consequence model; performing the sensitivity analysis on the input data of a given accident
consequence model; and so on.
An example of application of CEM is provided in Figure 5 where the data of the two pool fire models (XML
files) are imported and represented together with the map resulting from their comparison.
The overall difference between the two models’ outcome is also measured in terms of the D-parameters.

Figure 5: Interpolated grid of 1D and 2D pool fire models and results of their difference

In order to get a more precise idea about the differences in results, effects’ profiles for the third displayed map
can be obtained as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Differences between effect profiles for the 2D (blue) and 1D (red) pool fire models. Profiles have been
taken respectively at (a) Centreline and (b) at 25 meters from the centre of the pool. In (c) the difference is given.

Another possible way that can be envisaged is to compare the two maps determining the differences between
two contours, starting from the innermost and representing the results on a histogram. More precisely, each bar
of the histogram would represent the total difference of the effects between the two considered contours.
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Risks relevant to Zulawy case study
1
2
3
4
5

Natural: flood (due to sea level rising, sea storms, ice jams in Vistula river, sedimentation in Vistula mouth, heavy rainfalls)
Technological: infrastructure failures (water management, oil distribution, energy distribution, telecom)
Industry (especially petrochemical)
Transportation routes (road, railway, water)
NATECH risks (flood, oil) amplified by terrorism

Self-assessment of methods and tools
The following table presents the results of discussion sessions related to the assessment of the tools presented during
the Workshop against the needs resulting from the analysis of the risks related to the Zulawy case study. The assessment is
primarily based on the opinion of the proposers/owners of the tools. Nevertheless these opinions were subjected to
the questions/comments from the audience.
Legend
I
NA

The aspect directly covered by the tool - details in the box
The aspect indirectly covered
The aspect not supported

Aspects used to
assess tools
1 support for

Trust-IT

RiskGuide

NA

if KB extended with
I
checklists repated to
environmrisk and used
by expers, the tool
could help in following
ISO 14971

could help in
I
building inventory of
vulnerabilities,
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modelling attack
scenarios (terrorism)
.\Limitation - real
world\modelling,
countermeasures can
be modelled. Impact
analysis possible

NA

I

multiple risks can be I
described and then
commonly analysed
and specified to more
details. Can be used as
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caprure the scope of
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plans. More qualitative
than quantitative. Does
not support estimation
(only relative rating)

NA

has been used for
multirisk integration. This
way can help in reaching
with the risk related
information the decision
makers

defined risk
analysis process

2 multi-risk

approach

TRACE

INSAW

ARIPAR

able to express risks
related to installations
and tansportation of
dangerous substances.
Can help to identify
geographical location
of possible NATECH
events if we
superimpose the
flooding map to the
geographical map. Can
help in analyzing
impact of floods on
industrail installations
and vice versa.

CommonGIS

3 modelling of

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

tool for
communication of
arguments. Does not
impose limits on the
subject and/or objects
of argumentation

is a generic tool. Does
not support very
strongly security
related threats with its
present KB ) there are
tools which are
decdicated to this
aspect)

intentional threats can
be included (as other
threats) Can represent
both protected and
protecting parts.

well suited to model I
intentional threats (it
is its primaty
objective)

I

I

I

Iactors are
representes and their
relation to assets is
represented as well. If
risks are linked to
assets then the risks
are linked to their
owners (the owners
of related assets)

NA

I

provides for
includes an entity
NA
specifying objectives 'stakeholder' which
which should be then can be then used
linked to stakeholders (together with a set of
describing attributes)

NA

natural risks (e.g.
flood) statistically
in terms of size
and time
4 including

intentional
threats into the
scope

5 definition of risk

owners

6 identification of

the stakeholders,
their viewpoints
and objectives

NA

Each plant owner and NA
each responsible
subject can be
explicitly identified.

I

7 identification of

NA

NA

stakeholders can be
included and related to
relevant assets. Assets
can be grouped (using
Sets) according to their
value, priority.

assets identification I
and inventory is the
first step of the
process supported by
INSAW

I

NA

NA

NA

I

NA

NA

NA

provides for mapping
risks on functionalities
and identifying the
potential for impact

there is support for
analysing
propagation of threats
throughout assets

NA
Supports domino
effect analysis. Effects
of events on assets
(plants) are
represented and this
supports tracing
propagation of effects.

I

NA

NA

I

TRACE - provides for I
mapping risks on
functionalities and
identifying the
potential for impact
NA
I

assets to be
protected (with
location and
value for different
stakeholders)
8 definition of the

" risk appetite"
(how much risk is
critical to a
stakeholder in
qualitative or
quantitative way)
I
9 investigation of
the propagation
of impact of a
risk

10 interdependency

of risks

11 inclusion for the

cost of risk
mitigation

NA

NA

NA

economical efficiency
indicators can be
associated with
geographical information
and related to risk

12 support for

I

can support
identification of
financial risks
(communication and
information sharing)
dediceted support can
be provided by
extending the KB

NA

NA

NA

NA

I

can support
identification of
institutionl risks
(communication and
information sharing)
dediceted support can
be provided by
extending the KB.
Strong support for
communication
(Internet based tool)

NA

I

NA

NA

I

NA

NA

can explicitly
I
represent the level\of
exposure to threats
and this way can
support insurance
companies. Costs can
be specified which
also can help

financial risk
(how to finance
management of
risk)

13 support for

institutional risk
(the strategy and
cooperation
between
organizations)

14 participation of

insurance
companies

represents where the risks
are and how 'strong' they
are - can be directly used
by insurance

15 participation of

direct representation NA
of argument (why they
should feel
safe/unsafe)
assessment of such
arguments can be also
published, very
intuitive
communication of the
'strength' of argument.
Internet based tool,
active participation of
different stakeholders
in assessment

NA

provides compact
indexes which can be
understood by local
societies and
communicated in as a
concise message

Allows to produce
several risk maps that
can be used for
communicating risk
issues to the local
public.

direct representation of
rosks on a map
(understood by all)
(Internet based)

NA (Gathering ideas NA
not supported,
position of all
however already
stakeholders their value at risk identified risks and
and their attitude their mitigation can be
represented in a trust
towards the risk case and assessed by
management
various stakeholders.

NA

stakeholders are
represented, direct
involvement of
stakeholders in not
supported,

Supports the consensus
building proicess
between the industry
and the authorities on
plant licensing based
on societal risk.

addresses the stakeholders
with the relevant oninfo
on risks and allows them
to express theitr opinions

local societies

16 gathering the

17 synthesis of the

all types of
information on
risk for the
decision makers

the tool supports
I
hierarchical definition
of arguments, which
allows to aggregate
basic facts into more
abstract postulated
properties (thus
supporting information
synthesis). Appraisal
mechanism depicts
'strength' of the
argument as well as
influence of evidence
on the claims in easily
understandable way
(colors)

18 facilitation of risk the key Trust-IT

on-line tool, supports
feature is
communication over
communication
communication
of
internet in distributed
(e.g. through GIS
arguments
claims
on
teams, information
representation of
risks with explicit
presented in tables
an integrated risk
reasoning about their knowledge base,
map)
mitigation related to
reviews, ratings and
evidence. State of risk reports available onis communicated in the line
tree with colors.

19 multi-criterial

analysis

NA

NA

NA

It provides a set of
easily understandable
Indexes synthetizing
the risk exposure

The tool supplies the D
results of risk analysis
in the form of plots
and risk maps. As
many maps can be
produced as the
number of queries.

I

INSAW provides
radar charts, and
graphs facilitating the
risk communication

The risk mps produced D
can easily be published
on the Web / reports
for risk
communication
purposes.

Support for
traceability analysis
with startin point in a
set of paragraphs
(being requirements,
risks, etc)

NA

NA

D

20 where the riks are NA

NA

NA

I

The maps produced by D
the tool are
geographically
referenced containing
all risk sources and the
risk level on the
impact area.

Using TRACE risks
can be mapped on
functionalities, and
also risk mitigations
(e.g. safety
requirements) can be
mapped to risks. This
enables to verify
whether risks are
managed or not.

The summarizing risk
indexes clearly
magnify if the risk is
adequately managed
or not.

This is the main
NA
purpose of the tool. It
allows the authority to
manage the risk in the
area.

(geographically)

21 assessment if the adequate management I

risks are
adequately
managed

22 coverage of

safety and
security

23 support for

emergency
prepradness

of risk can be
explicitly argued.
Assessing the
argument is equivalent
to assessing whether
there is enough
evidence to claim that
risks are adequately
managed

tool for
communication of
arguments. Does not
impose limits on the
subject and/or objects
of argumentation. In
fact Trust Cases
covering both safety
and security have been
developed using this
tool.

is a generic tool to
manage any type of
risk. Does not support
very strongly security
related threats with its
present KB.

NA

NA

Both the safety and
I/D
security (as well as
other dependability
attributes) aspects
(failures, risks,
dependability
requirements) are
considered and
included throughout
the lifecycle while
performing traceability
using TRACE. Any
t
Ih
I

NA

NA

I

NA

24 support for timely NA (Evidence can

emergency
response
25 support for

NA

Emergency procedures I
can be included and
mapped to the risks.

NA

include data from real
time monitoring)
NA

NA

NA

NA

The results obtained NA
from the analysis are
directly linked with
the architectural
issues of the system
under analysis. This
facilitates the
designers in
understanding where
the architecture can
be improved

NA

TRACE is a
requirements
traceability tool.
Traceability utilizing
mathematical proven
TACO traceability
model. Ability to relate
risk with system's
funcationality.
Traceability (hisotry)

Since InSAW is
based upon a
knowledge base, it
supports easily the
traceability.

NA

designers (giving
them hints
coming from the
modelling and
analysis side)

26 support for

traceability (to
support safety
cases and
analysis)

extends safety case
I
approach into trust
cases. Allows to
demonstrate explicitly
the reasoning from
facts to claims.
References support
traceability of facts
and/or assumption to
source documents

NA

